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FOREWORD
This booklet contains eighty-nine individual recommendations for
amendments to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 developed by the
committee on federal taxation of the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants.
The committee believes that many improvements can be made in
the Internal Revenue Code without the confusion that could result at
this time from a m ajor rearrangement of its structure.
The amendments suggested in this booklet are intended to provide
general improvements within the existing tax structure.
While we believe that a m ajor realignment o f the tax structure is
desirable, it does not seem appropriate to attempt such a change until
there has been a broad, nonpartisan examination of the many prob
lems involved. The committee continues to recommend that a revamping
of the tax system should be accomplished in the near future and con
tinues to urge the establishment of a nonpartisan commission to make
recommendations to Congress.
Until the time is reached when a complete revision of the tax structure
can be accomplished, attempts should be made to improve the current
system to the extent possible, without creating undue hardships to
taxpayers and disruption to administration. The recommendations in
this booklet are directed to this objective. They are divided into two
groups: Part I presents recommendations of special significance con
cerning incentives to business formation and growth, labor mobility,
and simplification and improvement o f certain tax accounting provisions.
Part II contains all other recommendations, including a number directly
related to changes made in the Internal Revenue Code by the Revenue
Acts of 1962 and 1964. These recommendations deal mainly with
inequities, ambiguities, hardships and unintended consequences.
The committee on federal taxation urges consideration of the recom
mendations presented in this booklet and invites comments and inquiries.
C ommittee on F ederal T axation
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
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PART I.
SELECTED RECOMMENDATIONS

A. INCENTIVES TO BUSINESS FORMATION
AND GROW TH AND LABOR MOBILITY

1

Section
47(a)(1)

Certain Dispositions, etc., of Section 38 Property
An additional investment credit should be allowed where the
life in actual use proves to be longer than originally esti
mated.

S

ection

4 7 ( a ) (1 ) provides for a recomputation of the investment

credit, with a corresponding increase in tax in the current taxable

year, if property is disposed of, or otherwise ceases to be Section 38
property, before the expiration o f the useful life which was originally
taken into account in computing the credit.
A similar recomputation should be permitted to provide additional
credit where property originally estimated to have a useful life of less
than eight years is actually held longer than anticipated.
The additional credit should be allowed in the taxable year in which
the property achieves an actual life sufficiently long to support a credit
greater than that originally claimed. Thus, no statute of limitations

3

problems would arise from retroactive credit adjustments and additional
credits would be treated consistently with “ recaptured” credits arising
from premature dispositions.

Section
162

2
Deduction fo r Expenses in Securing Employment
Individual taxpayers should he allowed to deduct expenses
under Section 1 6 2 which are directly related to securing
specific em ployment, whether or not em ploym ent is actually
obtained.

T

here

are two aspects of this problem: first, the deductibility of the

expenses of securing specific employment and, second, the section

under which the expenses should be deductible.
The

deductibility

question

received

considerable

attention

when

Revenue Ruling 60-158 (1960-1 CB 140), holding fees paid to employ
ment agencies by employees nondeductible, was published and subse
quently revoked by Revenue Ruling 60-223 (1960-1 CB 5 7 ). The latter
ruling states that the IRS “ will continue to allow deductions for fees
paid to employment agencies for securing employment” but does not
mention other expenses in connection with securing employment. The
same compelling reasons for the change in the Service’ s stand with
regard to employment agency fees justifies to the deductibility of other
similar expenses.
When a search for employment is unsuccessful, the expenses should
also be deductible. The economic status of an unemployed taxpayer is
usually at a low point. It is equitable that expenses incurred in seeking
employment at such a time be deductible.
Expenses incurred in connection with the search for employment are
within the concept of business expenses o f Section 162 and should be
so treated. In Revenue Ruling 55-600 (1955-2 CB 576) the IR S ex
pressed this concept by saying, “ Salaries and fees received by a tax
payer as compensation for services rendered represent income from

4

a trade or business. . ."

This ruling followed the Tax Court’s decision

in Joe B. Luton, 18 T C 1153.

Section
177
248

3
Amortization of Goodwill, Trademarks, Trade Names, etc.
The cost o f purchased goodwill, trademarks, trade names,
secret processes, formulae, licenses, and similar intangible
assets should be amortisable over a stated period to be fixed
b y statute to the extent that such items are not otherwise
deductible under other sections o f the Code.

A

n inequitable

disparity in treatment exists between intangible assets

purchased and those developed by a taxpayer. A taxpayer who

purchases intangibles of the type listed above is not entitled to amorti
zation o f their cost, which can only be recovered when the assets be
come worthless. Proof of worthlessness frequently is either difficult or
impossible to obtain.
The problem is complicated further where the value of intangible
assets is subject to erosion from various causes, such as changes in tech
nology, obsolescence, changes in public buying habits, deterioration of
business or living conditions in geographic areas, and other shifts in
social and business habits. However, many court decisions and IRS
rulings have held that no amortization is allowable in these circum
stances because the total useful life of the intangible asset cannot be
estimated, even though its value obviously was impaired.
O n the other hand, when intangible assets are developed by a tax
payer, the costs may be deducted as paid or accrued in the case of
goodwill, formulae, etc., or over a period of not less than sixty months
(under Section 177) in the case of trademark and trade name expendi
tures. Further, Section 248 allows a corporate taxpayer to elect to
amortize organizational expenditures over not less than a sixty-month
period.

5

A n election similar to the one provided in Section 248 should be ex
tended to all other types of purchased intangibles for which no pro
vision presently exists and the amortization rule should be made uni
form as to all types of intangibles.
In the case o f purchases of trademarks, trade names, goodwill, secret
processes, formulas, licenses and similar intangibles, the Code should be
amended to provide an election to amortize the cost of such purchases
over a period of not less than 120 months where the taxpayer cannot
establish an estimated useful life, and over a lesser period where the
taxpayer can establish a useful life for such lesser period.

Section
212

4
Deduction for Preliminary Investigation of Business or
Investment Opportunities
Losses sustained b y an individual during a taxable year with
respect to expenditures incurred in search o f a prospective
business or investment should be deductible regardless o f
whether the proposed transaction was consummated.

P

rior

to 1957 the Internal Revenue Service followed I.T . 1505 (1-2

CB 112) in permitting a deduction for expenses incurred in de

termining whether or not an investment should be made. T he ruling
held that such an investigation constituted a transaction entered into
for profit and that upon abandonment of the enterprise the expenses
incurred became a loss deductible in the year of abandonment.
I.T . 1505 was based upon Section 214(a) (5) o f the Revenue A ct o f
1921 and the related Regulations. This section o f the 1921 Act cor
responds to Section 165(c) (2) o f the Internal Revenue Code o f 1954,
which allows a deduction by individuals for “ losses incurred in any
transaction entered into for profit, though not connected with a trade
or business.. . . ”
Revenue Ruling 57-418 (1957-2 CB 143), after reviewing the his
tory of the application of the rule, revoked I.T . 1505 and established
a new rule that “ a loss sustained during a taxable year with respect to
expenditures incurred in search o f a prospective business or investment

6

is deductible only where the transaction has actually been entered into
and the taxpayer abandons the project.”
Expenditures made in connection with a preliminary investigation of
business or investment opportunities should be deductible even if a tax
payer abandons the prospective project before entering into a material
amount of activity in connection with it. Such preliminary expenditures
should be equivalent to those which are admittedly deductible where the
taxpayer has engaged in material activity. See Charles T. Parker, 1 T C
709, distinguished by the IRS in Revenue Ruling 57-418.
There appears to be no equitable justification for limiting the deduc
tion of investigatory expenses to situations where the prospective trans
action was actually entered into and subsequently abandoned. I f a
taxpayer makes a good faith investigation of a business prospect, which
would produce taxable income and tax revenues if successful, then
ordinary standards o f equity and fair play should permit deduction of
expenses in cases where the prospect turns out to be unattractive and is
abandoned without further action on the part o f the taxpayer. This would
be consistent with the basic distinction between deductible and non
deductible expenditures; i.e., whether such expenditures are inherently
personal in nature or are intended to promote, create or benefit business
activity.
A bill, H .R . 3790, to accomplish the objectives o f the recommenda
tions, was introduced in the 88th Congress by Representative Thomas
B. Curtis.

Section
217

5
Moving Expenses
The definition o f “ moving expen ses" should be expanded
to cover additional out-of-pocket expenses directly related
to em ployee relocations.

T

he

deduction for moving expenses enacted in the Revenue A ct of

1964 should be expanded to improve labor mobility and to relieve

the substantial economic burden on taxpayers who relocate.

7

Specific statutory recognition should be given to additional out-ofpocket costs directly related to such moves, including necessary expendi
tures during a reasonable period of search for housing at the new loca
tion and out-of-pocket costs of disposing of and acquiring residential
properties. Costs of this nature may present a more serious financial
problem to the individual being moved than the transportation expenses
o f the move.
It should be made clear that any expanded definition o f moving ex
penses applies also to “ old” employees who may be reimbursed by their
employers.

Section
248

6
Deduction for Organizational Expenditures
Organizational expenses should he allowed as an amortizable
deduction fre e o f any election.

S

ection

248 provides that organizational expenses may be amortized

over a period o f not less than sixty months at the election o f the

taxpayer. The Regulations require that this election be made in the

return for the taxable year in which the taxpayer begins business and
that all of the expenditures subject to the election be specifically
identified.
The section constitutes an unnecessary complication of the Code. The
deductibility of items should be determined by their nature rather than
upon strict compliance with the requirements o f an election. Organi
zational expenses covered by Section 248 should be deductible over a
period of sixty months free of any election.

8

Section
248(b)

7
Expenses of Organization and Reorganization
The deduction fo r organisational expenses should be ex
panded and should also cover reorganisation expenses ( in

,

,

cluding stock dividends stock splits etc.) and registration
and stock listing costs

A

corporation

.

may elect under Section 248(a)

to amortize its

organizational expenditures as deferred expenses over a period of

not less than sixty months, beginning with the month in which the
corporation begins business.
The Regulations restrict the deductions to expenses directly attribut
able to the creation o f the corporation, and do not permit a deduction
for the cost of selling the shares of stock (other than commissions), pro
fessional fees, or printing costs of the stock certificates. In addition, the
definitions o f organizational expenditures in Section 248(b) may not be
sufficiently broad to cover reorganization expenses

(including stock

dividends and stock splits) or registration and stock listing costs.
Reorganization expenses, the cost of stock registration and stock list
ings and the cost of printing certificates for stock dividends and stock
splits are all expenditures of like or similar nature which should be in
cluded under Section 2 4 8 (b ).
The IRS in Revenue Ruling 60-254 (1960-2 CB 42) and more re
cently the courts in General Bancshares Corporation, 39 T C 423; aff 'd.
326 F2d 712 (C .A .8 ) ; certiorari denied and United Industrial Corpora

tion and Subsidiary Companies, 21 T C M 1482; aff 'd. 331 F2d 604
(C .A .6), have denied deductions for expenses in connection with stock
dividends, registration and stock listing. There is no reasonable basis
for a distinction between organization and reorganization expenses nor
between the original capitalization expenses and the expense of printing
and preparing stock certificates on subsequent stock dividends or stock
splits.

9

B. SIMPLIFICATION OF RULES CONCERNING
DEDUCTIONS OF CERTAIN
ENTERTAINMENT, ETC., EXPENSES
Section
274

8
Deduction of Certain Entertainment, etc., Expenses
In the light o f substantial difficulties o f application o f Sec
tion 2 7 4

, consideration

should be given to major modifica

,

tions or to its elimination from the law

except for the

substantiation requirement.

W

idespread

abuses o f entertainment expense deductions should not

be tolerated and any legislation should be sufficient to provide ade

quate statutory strength for effective administration. However, past
abuses, which resulted in a large measure from inadequate administra
tive activity, should not be used as justification for changes that deal
unfairly with business taxpayers, discriminate among taxpayer groups,
and introduce difficult and untried conceptual tests which lend them
selves to subjective administration and which may be used for harass
ment of taxpayers by revenue agents.
Preliminary experience indicates that, aside from the confusion sur-
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rounding the interpretation of Section 274, strict compliance with the
many requirements of the section presents an almost insurmountable
interpretive and bookkeeping task for most taxpayers. As presently
written, the section can easily result in the denial of deductions for
legitimate and bona fide expenses because o f sheer inability o f the
taxpayer to comply in all respects. While the Service has indicated
that it will adopt a reasonable approach toward enforcement, the indi
vidual examining agent still possesses a potent weapon which he can
wield at his discretion.
Section 274 should be amended along the lines of S.2068 (88th
Congress, Second Session) to provide for the deductibility of entertain
ment, amusement or recreation expenses for both an activity and a
facility if they are incurred to further the taxpayer’s trade or business,
and are not primarily for the purpose of satisfying personal, family or
living expense. The taxpayer would be required to substantiate such
expenses by adequate records or other sufficient evidence.

11

C. SIMPLIFICATION OF COLLAPSIBLE
CORPORATION PROVISIONS
Section
341

9
Collapsible Corporations— General Comments
Subjective standards in the statute have caused serious un
certainty in the application o f Section 3 4 1 , and extensive
litigation has compounded the doubt. Certain changes in
Sections 3 4 1 ( b ) ( 1 ) ( A ) , 3 4 1 ( b ) ( 3 ) , and 3 4 1 ( d ) ( 3 ) are
suggested to eliminate som e o f the subjective aspects.

S

ection

341 is probably the most complex section in the Internal

Revenue Code. Its intended purpose is simple enough: to prevent

the conversion o f ordinary income into capital gain through use of a
corporation. However, in many instances it has operated to convert into
ordinary income what would be capital gain in the absence of a

corporation.
Changes made to close loopholes and eliminate inequities since the
original enactment of Section 341 have added to the complexities. In
addition, attempts to clarify the law through numerous court decisions
also have added to the confusion and uncertainty. Thus, questions of
collapsibility cannot be answered with any degree of certainty by the
taxpayer or his representative.
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M uch of the problem stems from the subjective aspects of the law.
Language such as “ formed or availed of” and “ with a view to” involves
matters o f intent, difficult, if not impossible, to determine. Whether
the corporation has realized a “ substantial part of the taxable income
to be derived from the property” is another phrase which has resulted
in considerable litigation, and despite this litigation, the answer is still
unclear. The beginning of the three-year holding period referred to in
two different paragraphs of the statute is uncertain, both as a result of
court decisions and administrative practices of the Internal Revenue
Service.
One solution is to make the tests o f collapsibility more mechanical
and objective within the framework of existing law. Although it is pos
sible that this approach might result in some corporations being col
lapsible which might not be collapsible under the present subjective
rules, with objective rules it may be possible to obtain a degree of
certainty not available under existing law. The following recommenda
tions for change are intended to accomplish this objective.
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Section
341(b) ( 1 ) (A)

Collapsible Corporations— Substantial Income Defined
An objective test should be provided to determine what is
“ substantial i n c o m e ."A corporation should not be consid
ered collapsible if 3 3 -1 /3 per cent or m ore o f taxable income
to be derived from the Section 341 assets is realised before
a sale or exchange o f stock is made.

S

ection

341(b) (1) (A ) provides that a corporation is collapsible if a

sale or exchange of stock by its stockholders is made before the cor

poration realizes “ a substantial part of the taxable income to be derived”
from Section 341 assets. The quoted language has been the subject of
continuing litigation because of the subjective nature o f the concept.
O n the one hand, a problem arises as a result of the meaning of “ sub
stantial” ; however, the major problem arises because of the differences
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in opinion as to whether the word “ substantial” refers to the taxable
income already earned at the time o f the disposition or sale, or to the
taxable income to be earned but not yet realized. The Regulations state
that the word “ substantial” refers to the unrealized taxable income in
relation to the taxable income already realized. This differs, however,
from the interpretation generally applied by the courts; that is, that
“ substantial” refers to that part of the taxable income already realized
to the date of disposition or sale and not to the part not yet realized.
Taxpayers and practitioners need a reliable guide to determine
whether or not a substantial part o f the taxable income to be derived
from Section 341 assets has been realized. Where at least 33-1/3 per
cent o f the total income to be derived from the property has already
been realized at the time o f the sale or other disposition of stock, the
corporation should not be treated as collapsible.

Section
341(b)(3)
341(d)(3)

11

Collapsible Corporations—Property Held for Three Years
For the purpose o f determining the start o f the three-year
holding period, the manufacture, construction or production
o f property should he deemed to have been completed on the
day that 9 0 per cent o f the unadjusted basis o f the property
( determined as o f the day on which the transaction referred
to in Section 3 4 1 ( a ) occurs) was incurred

T

he date

.

on which the three-year holding period begins has been the

subject o f much litigation. Generally, the courts have held it to be

the date o f completion of construction. Thus, a mere ministerial act, such

as obtaining a certificate of occupancy or the completion of landscaping,
which represents an insignificant portion o f the overall construction costs,
might delay the beginning of the three-year period. It is almost impos
sible to compute the three-year period with certainty.
In Revenue Ruling 63-114, (1963-1 CB 7 4), the Commissioner de-
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scribed a factual situation in which alterations to a building did not
constitute construction so as to extend the commencement o f the threeyear holding period. The ruling only emphasizes the difficulty o f acting
without a change in the statute itself.
The three-year holding period should be measured from the date on
which 90 per cent of the total cost o f construction is incurred. The
total cost is to be determined as of the day on which the transaction
giving rise to the gain occurs. This would provide a rule which could
be administered easily and equitably for all.
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D. RETIREMENT PLANS FOR
SELF-EMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS
Section
401(c)

12
Forfeiture of Benefits
Regulations Section 1.4 0 1 - 1 1 ( b ) ( 3 ) forbids the application
o f any forfeiture o f benefits to self-em ployed participants o f

,

H .R . 1 0 plans even those who are not owner-employees in
the plan. This is too restrictive and should be modified.

t

I

is appropriate that self-employed individuals who are owner-em

ployees should not participate in forfeiture of benefits. However,

where some of the participants are not owner-employees, there is no
reason why they should not benefit from forfeitures applicable to others
who have left the plan.
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Section
401(c)(2)

13
Earned Income: 30 Per Cent Limitation
W here the self-employed taxpayer is engaged in a trade or
business in which both personal services and capital are

,

material income producing factors earned income for pur
poses o f the limitations on contributions to an H .R. 1 0 plan
is limited to an amount not in excess o f 3 0 per cent o f the
taxpayer’s share o f the net profits o f the trade or business.
This 3 0 per cent limitation is unrealistic and should be
eliminated.

I

n many

small businesses a substantial part of the net profits (in ex

cess of 30 per cent) represents no more than reasonable compensation

for services rendered and does not reflect any return on capital. If the
same business were incorporated and the sole stockholder drew a salary
equal to what the net profit would be if unincorporated, the salary

would be the measure of a contribution on his behalf to a corporate
plan. There would still be the overall limitation of the amount a selfemployed individual may contribute for himself under a plan, i.e., the
lesser o f $2,500 or 10 per cent of earned income.
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Section
401(d)(3)

Modification of Three-Year Rule
The requirement that H .R. 1 0 plans benefiting self-employed
individuals who are owner-employees must include every
em ployee having a period o f em ployment o f three years or
m ore is too restrictive and should be modified.

I

t does

not appear reasonable that H .R. 10 plans should be more

restrictive and, in effect, costlier than corporate plans. The require

ment that all employees with three or more years of service must be
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included in an H .R. 10 plan providing benefits for employees, some
or all of whom are owner-employees, has reduced substantially the at
tractiveness of such plans. As a result, many common law employees,
owner-employees as well as nonowner-employees, are deprived of the
intended benefits of such plans.
The statute should be changed to provide that H .R. 10 plans need
not include all full time three-year employees if the plan does not dis
criminate in favor of the owner-employee or other highly compensated
employees.

Section
404(a) (10)

15

Limitation on Deduction for Self-Employed Individuals
The provision limiting the deduction fo r self-em ployed in
dividuals to one-half the amount o f allowable contributions
should be deleted.

I

does not appear reasonable to limit the deduction for self-employed

t

individuals to one-half the amount of allowable contributions, par

ticularly when the limitation does not apply to contributions on behalf
of common-law employees of H .R. 10 plans.
Moreover, the 50 per cent limitation adds to the already substantial
cost burden of employee benefits which the self-employed individual in
curs in adopting an H .R. 10 plan in view of the requirements as to
employee coverage under Section 4 0 1 (d )(3 ) and the immediate vesting
rule under Section 401(d ) (2 ). Adoption of a plan is, therefore, less at
tractive to the self-employed individual, and his employees are denied
much needed retirement benefits. Elimination of the 50 per cent de
duction limitation would help reduce the high cost of H .R. plans and
encourage the adoption of more of them.
The committee reports on H .R. 10 indicate that it is in the public
interest to encourage the adoption of voluntary retirement plans by
self-employed individuals so that self-employment would become more
attractive. Any deterrent to the adoption of the plans thwarts this
purpose.
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E.

IMPROVEMENT OF CERTAIN ACCOUNTING
RULES INCLUDING RECOMMENDATIONS

REGARDING TAXATION OF UNEARNED INCOME
AND ALLOWANCE OF DEDUCTIONS FOR
ESTIMATED EXPENSES
Section
452

16
Taxation of Unearned Income
The accounting principle originally recognized in Section
4 5 2 o f the Internal Revenue Code o f 1 9 5 4 ( subsequently
repealed), regarding deferral o f income received for per
formance or delivery o f service extending beyond the end o f
the taxable year in which such income is received, should be
re-enacted into law. The present provisions o f Section 4 5 5
dealing with prepaid subscription income and Section 4 5 6
dealing with certain prepaid dues income are not completely
adequate fo r the classes o f receipts to which they are in
tended to apply and there are certain classes o f unearned
income receipts which should be entitled to similar treat
ment.

t seems

I

clear that in terms o f logic and equity a business should not

have to pay tax on money which is received but not yet earned, that

is, where such receipt is burdened with an obligation to render service,
etc., beyond the taxable year of the receipt.
One o f the most basic principles of accounting is that income is
validated by the delivery o f goods or services accompanied by the
receipt o f cash or a claim for cash. This accounting requirement makes
it inevitable that with the present provisions for taxation of unearned
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income there are differences between the accounting treatment and tax
treatment o f numerous items. The re-enactment o f Section 452 or a
similar provision would correct inequities and would narrow the area of
differences between tax reporting and accounting reporting.
A statutory provision should apply to receipts which carry a definite
liability to furnish goods or services in the future. There should be no
requirement as to any particular length o f time subsequent to the end
of the taxable year in which the liability to perform must be satisfied.
If a maximum deferral period is considered necessary, it should not
be less than five years.
Taxpayers should be permitted the option o f electing the deferral
treatment as to classes of unearned receipts. This would permit im
material items to be treated on a nondeferral basis.
It is recognized that an adjustment may be required during a
transitional period in order to prevent substantial distortion o f income.
W e propose that any reasonable adjustment adopted to meet that prob
lem should be taken into account over a ten-year period. However, if
the adjustment were $3,000 or less, it would be taken into account
in the year of the change.

Section
453(a)
and (b)

l7
Election to Report Sales on the Installment Method
The election to report the income on the installment method
sales by dealers in personal property should be permissible
at any time within the statutory period o f limitations applic
able to the taxable year o f sale. A change in the original
election should be permitted during the same period o f
time. In addition, it should be made clear that a similar
period is available fo r electing installment treatment for
sales o f real property and casual sales o f personal property

T

he

.

Commissioner’ s 1963 change in Regulations Section 1.453-8(a)

apparently has had the effect of denying a dealer in personal prop

erty the right, after the due date of his tax return to make an election
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to report the income from sales on the installment method. The Com
missioner is also taking a similar position in connection with sales of
real estate and casual sales o f personal property.
Generally speaking, it is the less knowledgeable taxpayer who is de
nied the installment reporting privilege, because often it is very difficult
to determine when a sale takes place for tax purposes. There has been
a great deal o f litigation on this matter which can be avoided by a clari
fication of Section 453.
Equity will result from a provision which permits the election under
Section 453 to be made at any time within the statutory period of
limitations applicable to the taxable year and which also permits a
change in the original election during the same period o f time.
The effective date of the proposed provision should be retroactive to
all open years.
A similar problem exists with respect to the time o f election under
Sections 174 and 175 regarding research and experimental expenditures,
and soil and water conservation expenditures. Sections 177 and 179 re
garding trademark and trade name expenditures and additional firstyear depreciation allowance also have similar problems as to the time of
election and are discussed separately in recommendations numbers 27
and 28, pp. 33 and 34.
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Section
4 5 3 (c )

18
Elimination of Double Taxation Upon
Change from Accrual to Installment Basis
Upon a change from the accrual to the installment basis o f
reporting taxable income fro m installment sales b y dealers

,

in personal property installment payments actually received
during the year on account o f sales made in a taxable year
before the year o f change should be excluded in computing
taxable income fo r such year o f change and fo r subsequent
years.

C

ommittee

R eports accompanying the Internal Revenue Code of

1954 (P.L. 591, 83rd Congress) state unequivocally that it was

intended by the provisions of Section 4 5 3 (c) to “ eliminate the double
taxation o f income when a taxpayer changes from an accrual method
to the installment method.” Actually, Section 4 53 (c) does not accom 
plish the stated purpose for which it was intended. Only very limited
relief is provided from the double tax penalty.
Under present circumstances dealers who report on the accrual basis
cannot afford to follow the statutory procedure for a change to the
installment basis because of the necessity of paying tax twice on the
same income. Accordingly the practice has developed of resorting to
transactions such as the sale of all outstanding installment accounts re
ceivable (prior to adoption o f the installment method o f accounting)
in order to avoid the double taxation.
In order to accomplish equity between taxpayers who change from
the accrual to the installment method o f accounting for installment
sales and taxpayers who adopted the installment method originally, and
in order to bring about the expressed intent of the Congress, Section
4 53 (c) should be amended to permit a changeover to the installment
method without double taxation of collections on receivables repre
senting sales made in years prior to the changeover.
It is recognized that an adjustment may be required during a transi
tional period in order to prevent substantial distortion o f income. W e
propose that any reasonable adjustment adopted to meet that problem
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should be taken into account over a ten-year period. However, if the
adjustment were $3,000 or less, it would be taken into account in the
year of the change.

Section
462

19
Allowance of Deductions for Estimated Expenses
Taxpayers on the accrual basis should be permitted a deduc
tion fo r reasonable additions to reserves fo r estimated ex
penses fo r liabilities which exist at the end o f the taxable
year and fo r which reasonably accurate estimates can be
made .

A

t th e time

Section 462 was repealed (originally enacted in the

Internal Revenue Code of 1954), Congress expressed its endorse

ment o f the basic principle o f allowing taxpayers deductions for reason
able additions to reserves for estimated expenses, with adequate safe
guards to prevent the possible abuses which were feared under Section
462 as originally enacted.
A new provision allowing deductions for estimated expense should
now be enacted, with the following limitations to make the provision
workable and to gain additional experience with the problems that
might be encountered:
1. The categories o f estimated expenses for which reasonable additions
to reserves would be deductible should be limited at the outset to
liabilities to customers, to employees, and for multiple injury and
damage claims. Provision for estimated liabilities to customers would
include, for example, liabilities for cash and trade discounts, ad
vertising allowances, allowances for defective merchandise, etc. Lia
bilities to employees would include, among other things, liabilities
for vacation payments, workmen compensation claims, etc. Lia
bilities for multiple injury and damage claims should be restricted
to the potential liability on an estimated basis arising out of events
which happened before the close o f the taxable year of the taxpayer.
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2. Taxpayers should be permitted the option o f electing to deduct ad
ditions to reserves for estimated expenses on an item by item
basis. A requirement for an all-inclusive treatment covering every
conceivable item of eligible estimated expense would carry the
danger of a greater revenue impact and o f attempts by taxpayers to
claim deductions for items which may ultimately be held to be
improper in an effort to protect the validity o f their election. An
item by item election would permit taxpayers to deduct only those
estimated expenses which are substantial in amount and which the
taxpayers reasonably feel are contemplated within the scope of
deductibility of estimated expenses.
3. In order to provide a reasonable transition without immediate un
favorable effect on tax revenues, taxpayers electing to claim deduc
tions for reserves for estimated expenses should be permitted to
deduct the amount of reserve appropriate to the beginning o f the
taxable year of change only over a period of ten years beginning
with the year of change. Thus a taxpayer electing to deduct esti
mated expenses would in the first year of the election deduct onetenth of the estimated reserve necessary at the beginning o f the
election year plus or minus any adjustment to the reserve at the
end o f the taxable year of election. However, if the aggregate o f the
initial reserve were $3,000 or less, it would be deducted in the year
of change.
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PART II.
ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Subtitle A — Income Taxes

CHAPTER I

Subchapter B —C om putation of Taxable Incom e

20

Section
61(a )(1 )

Compensation fo r Services
Such items as commissions earned b y an insurance agent on
policies on his own life and real estate commissions received
by a salesman on a purchase o f real estate for his own ac
count represent a reduction in cost and should not be treated
as compensation for services rendered,

I

n

Sol Minzer v. Commissioner, 279 F. 2d 338, it was held that a broker’ s
commission on policies on his own life was income to him and in

Kenneth W. Daehler v. Commissioner, 281 F. 2d 823, it was held that
the commission received by a salesman on real estate purchased for his
own account was compensation for services.
No economic income can be derived from services rendered to one

self and, therefore, no taxable income should arise.
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Section
162(a)(2)

21

Application of "Overnight Rule" for Meal Expenses
A deduction should he allowed for meal expenses on business
trips whether or not the taxpayer is away fro m hom e over
night.

S

ection

162 permits a deduction for meal expenses while away from

home on business trips. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue has

consistently disallowed such expenses unless the taxpayer is away from
home overnight except where business needs require that rest be ob
tained during released time. On the other hand, the courts have not
supported the Commissioner, stating in effect that the word “ overnight”
does not appear in the Code and, therefore, has no application.
As a result, only those taxpayers willing to litigate are getting this
deduction. Legislation should be enacted to make it clear that the tax
payer is not required to be away from home overnight.

Section
162(e)

22
Payments to Influence Legislation
Expenses incurred to inform the general public as to legis
lation in a manner which does not violate Federal or state
law should be deductible if connected with a taxpayer’ s trade
or business or other activities engaged in fo r production o f
income.

P

rior

to enactment of Section 3 of the Revenue Act of 1962, the

Regulations and cases barred deduction of any expenditures incurred

for the promotion or defeat of legislation without regard to the pro
priety of the expenditures or whether or not they were ordinary and
necessary under the circumstances.
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Section 3 o f the Revenue Act o f 1962 eliminated this prohibition with
respect to appearances before legislative bodies. However, the expense
of any attempt to influence the general public is not deductible.
Taxpayers not only have the right, but have an obligation, to express
their informed opinions and share their experiences when legislation is
being considered. These opinions and experiences should be conveyed
not only to legislators but also to the general public. When activities in
connection with informing either group bear a close relationship to the
taxpayer’s trade or business, or the production o f his income, and the
methods employed are legal and moral, the expenses incurred to pro
vide such information should be deductible for income tax purposes.
Section 162(e) should be amended to permit the deduction of ex
penses incurred to inform the general public as to legislation, whether
in connection with a referendum.
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Section
165(g)(3) ( A)

Worthless Securities in Affiliated Corporation
An ordinary deduction should he permitted with respect to
worthless securities in any corporation in which 8 0 per cent
o f each class o f outstanding stock is owned directly b y a cor
porate taxpayer.

P

resent

law provides a deduction for worthless securities in an

affiliated corporation in which at least 95 per cent o f each class

of stock is owned directly by the taxpayer corporation.
This provision dates back to a provision enacted in 1942. In Report
No. 1631 (77th Congress, 2nd Session) the Committee on Finance stated
that this provision would permit such losses to be taken in full as an
ordinary deduction by the parent corporation if it owned directly 95 per
cent of each class o f stock o f the subsidiary. The Report further states
that “ Such a parent and subsidiary corporation may file consolidated re
turns and to this extent the corporate entity is ignored. Thus, the losses
of the one may be offset against the income o f the other. It is deemed
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desirable and equitable, therefore, to allow the parent corporation to
take in full the losses attributable to the complete worthlessness o f
the investment in the subsidiary.” At that time the law required the
ownership of 95 per cent of stock for the filing of a consolidated return.
The 1954 Code reduced the percentage of ownership required for
the filing of a consolidated return to 80 per cent.
T o be consistent with the premise on which the worthless security
provision was originally enacted, Section

1 6 5 (g )( 3 ) ( A )

should be

amended to reduce the required percentage of ownership o f stock from
95 per cent to 80 per cent.

Section
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166(f)

Bad Debt Deduction fo r Guarantor of Corporate
Obligations and for Lenders of Business Loans
Section 1 6 6 ( f ) should be extended to provide:
1.

A business bad debt deduction for a noncorporate
guarantor, endorser or indemnitor o f a corporate ob
ligation the proceeds o f which were used in the bor
rower’s trade or business

2.

A business bad debt deduction fo r a noncorporate
taxpayer who lends directly to a corporate or noncor
porate borrower if the proceeds o f the loan were used
in the borrower’s trade or business.

T

he present

Code provisions produce inconsistent results. While the

payment by a noncorporate guarantor, endorser or indemnitor of a
noncorporate debt in discharge of his obligation qualifies as an ordinary
deduction, if the proceeds o f the loan were used in the trade or busi
ness o f the borrower, a direct lender who is not in the business
o f lending money is limited to short-term capital loss treatment for
bad debts arising from similar loans. This distinction between a guaran

tor, etc., and a lender should be eliminated.
Also, in Max Putnam v. U.S., 352 U.S. 82, the Supreme Court
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held that a payment by an individual in discharge of his obligation as
guarantor o f a debt of a corporation constituted a nonbusiness bad debt
deductible only as a short-term capital loss. The distinction between a
corporate debtor and a noncorporate debtor appears unsound in the
case o f a loan the proceeds of which were used in the borrower’s trade
or business.
T o eliminate these distinctions ordinary deductions should be allowed
alike to noncorporate lenders, guarantors, endorsers or indemnitors, re
gardless o f whether the borrower is corporate or noncorporate, as long
as the proceeds o f the loan were used in the borrower’s trade or busi
ness.

Section
167

25
Depreciation of Leasehold Improvements
Leasehold improvements should he considered depreciable
property even though the estimated economic life o f the
property is longer than the term o f the lease.

nder th e

U

provisions of Section 167, taxpayers are permitted various

accelerated methods of depreciation providing the asset is property

used in the trade or business of the taxpayer or property held for the
production of income. O n the other hand, amortization deductions under
Section 162 are only allowable in equal annual amounts over the life
of the asset.
Regulations Section 1 .1 6 7 (a )(4 ) indicates that capital expenditures
for improvements on leased property are recoverable through allow
ances for either depreciation or amortization. If the useful life of the im
provements is equal to or shorter than the remaining period of the lease,
the allowances take the form of depreciation under Section 167. Where
the useful life of the improvements is longer than the term of the lease,
Regulations Section 1.162-11 (b) (1) provides that an annual amortiza
tion deduction is allowed which is equal to the total cost of the im
provements divided by the number of years remaining in the term of
the lease.
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The Supreme Court has held in Hertz Corporation, 364 U.S. 122,
and Massey Motors, Inc., 364 U.S. 92, that for purposes of depreciation
“ useful life” is the period over which the assets may reasonably be ex
pected to be useful to the taxpayer in his trade or business, and not the
period o f the economic life o f the assets. If a taxpayer has made im
provements on leased property where the term of the lease is shorter than
the economic life of the improvements, the useful life to that taxpayer
is the term o f the lease. This taxpayer should therefore be entitled to an
accelerated depreciation deduction and not be restricted to straight line
amortization. In determining the term of the lease, Section 178 would,
o f course, be applicable.

Section
172(d) (4) (D)

26

H.R. 10 Plan Contributions: Self-Employed Individuals
This section provides that a deduction , otherwise allowable,
fo r contributions to an H .R . 1 0 plan fo r the benefit o f selfem ployed individuals and owner-employees is not to be
treated as being applicable to the trade or business o f the
individual fo r purposes o f computing a net operating loss.
This is an unwarranted restriction on the deductibility o f
such a contribution and should be eliminated.

S

ection

172 establishes the rules for computing the amount of oper

ating loss, operating loss deduction, and operating loss carryback or

carryover. Operating loss is defined as the excess o f the deductions al
lowed by Chapter 1 with certain exceptions over the gross income. One
exception for an individual is that expenses which are not attributable
to the taxpayer’ s trade or business are allowed only to the extent that
the taxpayer has gross income not derived from such trade or business.
The statute now provides (Section 1 7 2 ( d ) ( 4 ) ( D ) )

that contribu

tions to an H .R. 10 plan on behalf o f self-employed individuals and
owner-employees are deemed not to be attributable to a trade or busi
ness for purposes of computing a net operating loss.
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Assume the situation o f a taxpayer who conducted two separate
businesses, the first having an H .R . 10 plan and which operated at a
profit in 1965, after a contribution to the H .R. 10 plan, and the
second operated at a loss larger than the profit from the first business.
In computing the net operating loss for 1964, to determine the amount
which might be carried back to prior years, the contribution to the
H .R. 10 plan for the benefit of the owner-employee would not be an
allowable deduction unless the taxpayer had nonbusiness income, such
as dividends, in an amount equal to his H .R . 10 plan contribution
plus all other nonbusiness deductions.
The contribution to the H .R. 10 plan in such a case is an expense
of the taxpayer’ s trade or business and should be so treated for pur
poses of determining the net operating loss deduction.
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Section
177

Elective Treatment of Trademark and Trade Name Expenditures
Trademark or trade name expenditures should he deductible
at the election o f the taxpayer m erely b y claiming the ex
penditures as a deduction in the tax return fo r the year
paid or incurred. Alternatively, the taxpayer should be al
lowed to capitalize any such expenditure at his election
affirmatively indicated in the return fo r the year. Either o f
these elections should be subject to change during the period
that the return fo r the year is open to examination.

S

ection

177 provides that at the election of the taxpayer any trade

mark or trade name expenditure may be treated as a deferred ex

pense and amortized over a period o f not less than sixty months. If this
election is not made the item is capitalized.
Section 177 and Regulations thereunder require that the items to
which the election to defer and amortize applies must be specifically
itemized and identified in an election filed with the return. This re-
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quirement creates problems because the election may be overlooked
where items are not identified in the accounts to indicate that they are
subject to deferral and amortization. For example, defense o f a trade
mark may be carried on by the taxpayer’s regular counsel and the re
lated legal expense may not be indicated in invoices from the attorney.
Thus the election to amortize the trademark defense costs may be over
looked. If the item is not discovered in time to make a proper election,
it will be lost.
In order to allow taxpayers the intended benefit of this provision, it
is recommended that expenditures for trade names and trademarks
be allowed as a deduction at the election o f the taxpayer merely by
claiming the deduction in his return. An affirmative election should be
required if the taxpayer chooses to capitalize the item. Either of these
elections should be revocable during the period that the return is open
for examination. (A similar problem as to the time o f election is dis
cussed in recommendation number 17 on page 20 regarding the election
to report the income from sales and the installment method under Sec
tion 453(a) and (b ) .)
Whether or not specific items are deductible should depend upon the
nature o f the item and not on a particular form of election. Allowance
for the deduction o f the expenditures is recommended in lieu of amorti
zation over a sixty-month period to simplify the provision.

Section
179

28
Additional First-Year Depreciation Allowance fo r Small Business
The additional first-year depreciation allowance should be
deductible b y a taxpayer at his election at any time during
the period that the return fo r the year to which the allow
ance applies is open to examination.

T

he

additional first-year depreciation allowance provided by Section

179 is allowable to a taxpayer provided he makes an election at the
time and in the manner required by the Regulations. The requirements
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are set forth in Regulations Section 1.179-4 and provide, among other
things, that: a separate election must be made for each taxable year in
which an additional first-year depreciation allowance is claimed; the
election shall be made on the taxpayer’s income tax return for the tax
able year to which the election applies; and the election must be
filed not later than the time prescribed by law (including extensions
thereof) for filing the return for such taxable year.
Section 179 is labeled “ for small business.” If small business is to
secure the intended benefit, it should be made readily available. T o ac
complish this purpose, taxpayers should be allowed to elect and claim
the additional first-year depreciation allowance at any time during
the period that the return for the year to which the allowance applies
is open to examination.

Section
246(b)

29
Limitations on Deductions fo r Dividends Received
The limitation on the amount o f the dividends received de
duction to 8 5 per cent o f taxable income should be amended
to allow a deduction o f 8 5 per cent on all dividends received
from domestic corporations.

S

ection

243(a) (1) allows a deduction to a corporation of an amount

equal to 85 per cent of the dividends that it receives from domestic
corporations, but Section 2 4 6 (b )(1 ) limits the 85 per cent deduction
to 85 per cent o f taxable income. Section 246(b) (2) provides that the
limitation in Section 246(b) (1) does not apply for any taxable year for
which there is a net operating loss. The limitations imposed on the
dividends received deduction by Sections 2 4 6 (b )(1 )

and (2)

cause

needless complexity and sometimes provide an illogical result when the
existence o f an insignificant amount of net operating income causes a
substantial curtailment in the dividends received deduction which would
not have occurred if a net operating loss (no matter how small) had
existed.
The Revenue Act of 1964 amended the Code to allow a 100 per cent
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deduction in the case o f qualifying dividends received (from related com 
panies), and the 2 per cent tax applicable to consolidated income tax
returns was repealed. These amendments should facilitate the free flow
o f funds between related corporations. Elimination of the limitation on
the 85 per cent dividends received deductions provided in Sections
2 4 6 (b )(1 ) and (2) would improve the situation further.

Section
269

30
Carryover of Operating Losses—
Acquisition of New Businesses
It should be made clear that in the absence o f a change o f
ownership o f 5 0 per cent or m ore o f an existing corporation,
carryover o f operating losses should not be denied merely
because o f the acquisition o f new businesses.

For an explanation o f this recommendation refer to the explanation
of recommendation number 48 on p. 49.

Section
274

31
Employees' Unaccounted for Expenses
W here an em ployee does not account fo r his reimbursed
expenses, the Section 2 7 4 test should apply to him and not
to his em ployer.

R

egulations

and rulings under Section 274 have not resolved the

question, with respect to an expense allowance, as to whether the
tests of Section 274 apply to the employer and not to the employee,
unless the expenses are treated as compensation to the employee. If
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an employee is given a flat expense allowance, for which he does not
account, the employer may nevertheless be required to meet the tests
o f Section 274. This may be impossible for the employer to do.
The law should be clarified to impose the Section 274 tests on the
employee unless he accounts to the employer. For this purpose, em
ployees and independent contractors would be treated alike.
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Subchapter C —C orporate D istributions and A djustm ents

Section
3011b) ( 1 ) ( B)
301(d) ( 2) ( B)

32

Recognition of Gain to Distributor
All gain recognized to a distributor corporation upon the
distribution o f property to a corporate distributee should be
taken into account in determining the amount o f the distri
bution and the basis o f the distributed property .

Pe
rsent law (Sections 3 0 1 (b )( 1 )( B )

and 3 0 1 ( d ) ( 2 ) ( B ) )

makes

specific reference to those Code sections which provide for recogni
tion of gain to the distributor corporation on account o f distribution of
Lifo inventory, property burdened with a liability in excess of basis for
the distributed property, and gains recognized under Sections 1245 and
1250.
The language in Sections 3 0 1 (b )( 1 )( B ) and 3 0 1 (d )( 2 )( B ) should
be changed to take into account all gain recognized to the distributor
corporation, irrespective of the sections which might be authority for
recognition, and reference to selected sections should be eliminated. For
example, upon a distribution of installment obligations to a corporate
distributee, gain recognized under Section 453(d ) should be included
under Sections 301(b) (1) (B) and 301(d) (2) (B ).
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Section
302
302(c)( 2)( A )

Lost Basis— Redemption of Stock Taxed as Dividend
Basis should not be lost when redemptions o f stock are
taxed as dividends. Specific statutory provisions should be
made along the following lines:
(1 )

W here the proceeds o f stock which is sold or redeemed
are taxed as ordinary income, the allocation o f basis to
other stock held b y the taxpayer, if any, should be
clearly provided,

( 2 ) I f the taxpayer has been taxed on account o f direct
attribution ( through family, partnership, estate, cor
poration, or trust (o n ly to the extent taxpayer is a bene
ficiary) ) the basis o f the taxpayer’s stock should be
allocated to the stock that was the basis o f the attribu
tion,
( 3 ) The taxpayer to whose stock basis is allocable hereun
der should be allowed a period o f one year from the
date o f final determination ( that a redemption is to be
treated as a dividend) to file claim fo r refund if the
statute o f limitations would otherwise foreclose that
right,
(4 )

W ith respect to Section 3 0 2 ( c ) ( 2 ) ( A ) , if during the
ten-year period in which the reacquisition rules apply,
the taxpayer should acquire an interest in the corpora
tion, provision should be made to prevent the loss o f
the basis o f the stock surrendered in the redemption
distribution which is subsequently treated as a dividend.

I

t

was certainly not intended that a taxpayer should lose any tax benefit

from the basis of stock surrendered in a redemption transaction that

is subsequently treated as a dividend. The statute should be made
clear as to what happens to the basis of stock surrendered in such a
transaction and should extend the statute of limitations for filing a re-
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fund claim if the taxpayer to whom basis is allocated under the statutory
rules would otherwise be deprived of its tax benefit.
If there is a reacquisition during the ten-year period, the statute of
limitations is left open for assessment. Similar protection should be
extended to the basis of the stock redeemed.

Section
332(c)(2)

34

Satisfaction of Indebtedness of Subsidiary to Its Parent
The rule regarding satisfaction o f indebtedness o f a subsidi
ary to its parent should be amended to provide fo r nonrec
ognition o f gain or loss to the distributing corporation by
virtue o f distributions o f property in discharge o f indebted
ness created after the adoption o f the plan o f liquidation.

P resent law provides only for nonrecognition of gain or loss as to
distributions o f property in satisfaction of indebtedness which ex
isted on the date of adoption o f the plan o f liquidation. It may be neces
sary occasionally to create similar indebtedness after a plan is adopted
but before the liquidation is completed. There is no reason why the non
recognition rule should not also apply to distributions of property in
satisfaction of such indebtedness.

Section
333(e)(2)
33 3(f)(1)

35

Liquidating Distributions Acquired Before December 31, 1953
The cut-off date with respect to the acquisition o f stock or
securities distributed b y a corporation liquidating under
Section 3 3 3 should be revised .

In

determining

the amount of realized gain that is to be recognized

by a shareholder in a Section 333 liquidation, present law provides
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that realized gain may be recognized to the extent that the shareholder
receives money or stock or securities acquired by the liquidating corpora
tion after December 31, 1953. Originally, this cut-off date was necessary
in order to prevent the investment of cash in stock or securities in
anticipation of a liquidation under Section 333. T he date is now un
realistic. The statute should be changed to fix a cut-off date five years
prior to the date on which the corporation adopts its liquidation plan.
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Section
334(b)(2)

Installment Obligations
W h ere a subsidiary corporation distributes an installment
obligation to its parent corporation in a Section 3 3 2 liquida
tion in which the basis o f the obligation to the parent is de
termined under Section 3 3 4 ( b ) ( 2 ) , the distribution should
be treated as a disposition o f the installment obligation un
der Section 4 5 3 ( d ) .

T

h e basis

rules of Section 334(b) (2) provide that a parent company

has a basis for the installment obligation which reflects its fair market
value on the date of liquidation. As a result, the difference between the
basis to the parent, as so determined, and the lesser adjusted tax basis
for the installment obligations to the subsidiary, will go untaxed as
subsequent collections are made.
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Section
334(b)(2)

Liquidation of Subsidiary and Sub-subsidiary
W h ere there is to be a change in the basis o f assets received
in the liquidation o f a purchased subsidiary and where the
purchased subsidiary has a subsidiary which also is to be
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liquidated, the basis o f the assets received from both subsidi
aries should be determined under 3 3 4 ( b ) ( 2 ) irrespective o f
which subsidiary is liquidated first.

A

m aterial , difference

may result where there is a liquidation of a sub

sidiary which in turn has its own subsidiary. I f the sub-subsidiary
is first liquidated into the subsidiary which is in turn liquidated into
the parent, a different result is reached than where the subsidiary is
first liquidated into the parent

(transferring the stock o f the sub

subsidiary to the parent) and then the sub-subsidiary is liquidated into
the parent. It is the position of the Internal Revenue Service that
Section 334(b) (2) does not apply to the liquidation o f the sub-subsidiary
in the latter situation. This difference should be eliminated.

Section
341(a )

38
Treatment of Short-Term Gain
The language that makes Section 3 4 1 ( a ) applicable only to
a gain which would otherwise be treated as a long-term
capital gain should be eliminated. The gain on sale or ex
change o f all collapsible corporation stock should be treated
as gain from the sale or exchange o f property which is not a
capital asset, regardless o f the holding period.

U

nder

present law the gain affected by Section 341 would only be

gain from the sale or exchange o f stock held for more than six
months. In the event o f sale of, distribution in partial or complete
liquidation of, or related distribution with respect to stock held for six
months or less, the gain would be considered as capital gain even though
the corporation was collapsible. Under these circumstances capital losses
could be applied to offset all such gains.
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Section
341 (a)
341 (d)

39
Convertible Bonds, Warrants and Options as Stock
F or the purpose o f applying Section 3 4 1 , convertible bonds
and options and warrants to acquire stock should be treated
as stock.

f bonds ,

I

warrants or options are convertible into stock o f a collapsible

corporation, the gain realized from their disposition should be treated

in the same way as gain from the disposition o f stock in the collapsible
corporation.
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Section
3411b)
337(c)(1)(A )

Collapsible Corporation— Application of Section 337
Although the nonrecognition provisions o f Section 3 3 7 are
made inapplicable when a sale is made b y a collapsible cor
poration, the section should apply in the case o f an otherwise
collapsible corporation if the limitations on the application
o f Section 341 under Section 341 ( d ) ( 2 ) or ( 3 ) would apply.

f the

I

stockholders, on a sale of their stock, would not be subject to

collapsible treatment under Section 341, because of the limitations

under 3 4 1 (d ), Section 337 treatment should be available to the corpora
tion on the sale of its assets. If sale of the stock would give rise to capital
gain, there is no reason to prohibit Section 337 treatment. This change
is necessary because (1) the definition of a collapsible corporation in
Section 341(b) does not include the limitations o f Section 341(d) on the
application of Section 341; and (2) Section 337(c) limits the definition
of collapsibility for this purpose to Section 3 4 1 (b ).
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Section
341(d)(2)

41

Clarification of Over-70-Per Cent Test
The extent to which “ gain is attributable to the property"
fo r purposes o f the over-70-per cent-limitation test should be
clarified.
A ny

realization

on sale of Section 341 assets in prior years or in the

current year up to the time of sale or redemption or distribution
in partial or complete liquidation should not be treated as collapsible
asset gain. If the corporation has paid or will pay tax on gain realized
on previous sales of collapsible assets, it is inequitable to continue to
treat the gain as collapsible asset gain.

Section
356(a)(2)

42

Treatment of "Boot"
Section 3 5 6 ( a ) ( 2 ) should be eliminated and replaced by
provisions that:
1.

Treat as a dividend fo r all purposes o f the Code any
distribution o f “ boot” which has the effect of the dis
tribution o f a dividend within the principles o f Sec
tion 301

2.

Treat as a partial liquidation under Section 3 4 6 such

3.

Treat as a redemption o f stock under Section 3 0 2

part o f the “ boot” received which has that effect
such part o f the receipt o f “ boot” which has that ef
fect , determined b y reference only to stockholdings
o f the shareholders o f the acquired corporation im
mediately prior to the reorganization

W

ith

rare exception the courts and the Internal Revenue Service

have treated the “ boot” provisions of Section 356(a) as requiring

that any gain attributable to the “ boot” shall first be treated as a divi-
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dend to the recipient shareholder to the extent o f his ratable share of
the earnings and profits accumulated since M arch 1, 1913. Only the
balance of any gain then results in capital gain. See discussion in M er
tens’ Law of Federal Income Taxation, Section 20.148. There seems to
be no sound reason for:
1. The lack of symmetry between Section 356(a) (2) on the one hand
and Sections 301, 302, and 346 on the other;
2. The requirement that the existence of a dividend under Section 356
depends upon accumulated earnings instead of first current earnings
as under Section 301;
3. The requirement that, in effect, the distribution of “ boot” in every
reorganization will always result in dividend income unless the distri
buting corporation has a deficit, without regard to whether or not
the recipient shareholder has in substance been in receipt of a dis
tribution in partial liquidation or a distribution arising from a dis
proportionate redemption of some of his shares.

Section
367

43
Foreign Corporations: Appeal of Unfavorable Rulings
Taxpayers should be granted the right to appeal when the
Commissioner has ruled that an exchange is in pursuance o f
a plan having as one o f the principal purposes the avoid
ance o f Federal income taxes.

T

he

Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate has complete discretion

under Section 367 to rule or not to rule whether an exchange (de
scribed in Sections 332, 351, 354, 355, 356 or 361) is in pursuance o f a
plan having as one of its principal purposes the avoidance of Federal
income taxes. If the Commissioner of Internal Revenue does not issue a
favorable ruling, there is no specific provision granting the taxpayer the
right o f appeal to the courts. Section 367 should be amended to provide
specific procedures for the appeal of unfavorable rulings to the Federal
courts and for court review of failures of the Commissioner to rule.
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Section
368(a)( 1 ) ( B)

44

44

Type-B Reorganization— Exchange of Cash
In an exchange o f stock fo r stock in a type-B reorganisation ,
the issuance b y the transferee o f cash to avoid fractional
shares, or the assumption by the transferee o f reorganiza
tion expenses or transfer taxes should be affirmatively rec
ognised as not impairing qualification.
T

he

rule requiring “ solely” voting stock is too stringent. It should be

relaxed to permit limited exchange of cash or other property for
legitimate business purposes and to eliminate doubt in specific cases as
to qualification of the transaction as a reorganization. In Mills, 39 T.C.
393, for instance, the Tax Court held that receipt o f $27 for fractional
shares destroyed the reorganization. On appeal the decision was reversed
on the basis that cash issued in lieu of fractional shares did not violate
the “ solely for stock” requirement. The appeal court, therefore, did not
rule on the application of a de minimis rule. A de minimis rule limiting
the amount of other property to, say, 5 per cent of the value of the
consideration issued by the acquiring corporation should be incorporated
in the statute.

Section
381(a)

45
Tax Attributes in Divisive Reorganizations
Inheritance by a successor corporation o f the various tax at
tributes o f a predecessor should apply to divisive reorganisa
tions and to a transfer o f assets b y a corporation to a subsid
iary.
W i t h o u t this addition to the Code it is possible for a corporation
to terminate previous adverse elections by transferring all or part
of its business to a newly formed corporation which can make elections
that will be more advantageous in the future.
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Section
381(c)

46
Additional Attributes to Be Taken Info Account—
General Provision
A general provision should he adopted to cover the carry
over o f tax attributes which are not now specifically included
in Section 381 ( c ) regarding carryovers in certain corporate
acquisitions. Such a provision would preclude the necessity
fo r continuing to add specific items to Section 3 8 1 ( c ) .

A

t present

the omission o f any item from the list of specific tax at

tributes to be carried over may lead to an inference that items not

specifically listed may not be carried over.
The carryover provision should be more flexible. A general provision
should be added to Section 381(c) to cover items not now specifically
listed, such as deductions for research, tax accruals, excess soil and water
conservation, accelerated amortization and elections with respect to
foreign tax credit.
The general provision should make it clear that it includes the ac
counting for any material item, and that amounts not previously de
ducted by the transferor or previously included in income are to be
deducted or included in income by the transferee.

Section
382
269

47
General Comment— Carryover of Operating Losses
The committee on Federal taxation is concerned with over
emphasis o f the tax avoidance aspects o f the carryover o f
operating losses by corporations undergoing changes. The
attention given to the subject in legislative proposals, coupled
with attempts o f the Treasury Department to maximise de
nials o f operating loss deductions may result in departures
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from the present pattern o f corporate taxation. This en
vironment is bound to cause inequities.

he

T

whole structure of the Internal Revenue Code as it relates to the

taxation of corporations and stockholders is founded on the proposi

tion that the corporation is a separate taxable person. In this connection
the concept of “ continuity of interest” has been understood as justifying
recognition o f the identity of a corporate person despite certain changes
in its structure. If continued recognition of this concept is desirable, and
it seems that it is, there does not appear to be any justification for deny
ing access to carryover deductions except where changes o f both owner
ship and business result in the creation of a new business person.
Where stockholders have pooled their capital in a corporation for the
purpose o f engaging in business for profit but have sustained losses, it is
illogical to assume that the stockholders should not seek to recoup those
losses by improving the operations of the losing business or by engaging
in another business which might be more profitable. I f the latter course
is taken, and a new business is acquired, the operating loss carryovers
should be available as though the recovery were from improved oper
ations.
In the absence of a change of ownership sufficient to interrupt the
continuity o f interest, the continuing tax identity o f the corporate per
son should be recognized. T o do otherwise would be to place fiscal ex
pediency ahead o f reasonable tax policy.
For the same reasons, continuation of the separate corporate person
should be recognized, as at present, when there is a change o f owner
ship but no significant change in business activities.
Where there is a significant change of business activities coupled with
a significant change in ownership, the law should recognize that the ef
fect is the same as formation o f a completely new taxable person and the
carryover of loss deductions in such circumstances should be denied.
Revenue Ruling 63-40 (1963-1 CB) is a step in the right direction in
that it provides that operating loss carryovers will not be denied in in
stances in which a new business is acquired and there is little or no
change in stock. The conclusion is too narrow, however, and does not
take care of the other existing inconsistencies in the statutory sections
dealing with operating loss carryovers.
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W ith certain modifications, but within the present basic structure of
Sections 269 and 382, the foregoing objectives can be attained. The
following recommendations are suggested to accomplish that result.
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Section

269

Carryover of Operating Losses— Acquisition of New Businesses
It should he made clear that in the absence o f a change o f
ownership o f 5 0 per cent or m ore o f an existing corporation ,
carryover o f operating losses should not be denied m erely
because o f the acquisition o f new businesses.

R even u e ru lin g 63-40

(1963-1 C B 46)

indicates that if a new

business is acquired, and there is little or no change in stock owner
ship during or after the period in which losses were incurred, the
corporation will not be barred from using prior losses against the
profits o f a newly acquired business. The ruling also states that if
there is more than a minor change in stock ownership of a loss cor
poration which acquires a new business enterprise, the Service may
continue to contest the deductibility of the carryover of the corpora
tion’s prior losses against the income of the new business enterprise.
It should be made clear that carryover of operating losses against the
profits of a newly acquired business should not be denied unless there
is a change of 50 per cent or more in the ownership o f the company.

Section

49

382

Acquisitions Through Reorganizations—
Percentage Reduction Rules
The percentage reductions in Section 3 8 2 ( b ) applicable in
the case o f reorganizations o f loss companies should be re-
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placed by rules similar to those applicable to purchases un
der Section 3 8 2 ( a ) . That is, where shareholders o f the loss
company do not retain an interest o f 5 0 per cent or m ore in
the continuing company, the operating loss should be denied
unless a “ continuity o f business" test is met. There should
also be a provision under which substantially all the assets re
ceived fro m the loss company could be transferred to a sub
sidiary, if the subsidiary meets the continuity o f business test.

here seems

T

to be no basis for distinguishing between a sellout ac

complished by means of a taxable transaction and one accomplished

by a reorganization even though the selling shareholders retain an interest.
In either case the “ continuity o f business” test should be applied. The
alternative o f allowing the carryover to remain in a subsidiary is neces
sary to permit use o f the loss against profits from a continuation of the
loss corporation’s business even though the acquiring corporation has
other types of business.

Section
382( a ) ( 1 )

50

"Continuity of Business" Test
W h ere there has been a change in ownership o f a loss com 
pany, a reasonable but m ore specific “ continuity o f business”
test should be applied. Expansion o f existing lines o f prod
ucts or services, including the acquisition o f a business hav
ing the same or similar products or services, should be
permitted. In addition, the company should be permitted to
develop a natural outgrowth o f the existing business provid
ed that the new activity is not a major portion o f the whole.
The loss company should not be prevented from dropping
unprofitable lines or fro m moving its location or changing
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its personnel in an effort to earn profits against which it may
offset the loss carryover .

T

he

purpose of Section 382(a) (1) is to prevent new owners from ac

quiring a loss company and using its loss against profits from an un

related business undertaken under the new management. However, it
also prevents new owners from discontinuing or radically changing

unprofitable lines of business and hampers normal expansion and diversi
fication of products or services. These effects are unreasonable and un
desirable and should be corrected.
A company in the electronic business, for instance, which is manu
facturing a device for a specific kind of measurement should be per
mitted to:
1. Discontinue its manufacture when technological changes make some
other device better.
2. Add to its list of products devices for any other kinds of measure
ment, either by the company’s own research and development or
through the acquisition o f an existing business.

Section
382

51
Rules Relating to Unrealized Losses in Changes of Ownership
W here there is a change o f ownership accompanied by a
change o f business the same prohibitions should be provided
against unrealised losses as against operating loss carryovers.

T

here is

no more reason to permit the carryover of basis in excess of

current values than the carryover of losses. Both can be used to ac

complish the same purpose when a change of ownership is for the

purpose of obtaining loss deductions instead of operating the acquired
business.
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Section
382(a ) ( 1)

52

Period Over Which Changes in Stock Ownership Are Measured
In making a comparison o f stock ownership for purposes o f
Section 3 8 2 ( a ) , the earlier date should he " twenty-four
months before the end o f the taxable year.”

S

ection

382(a) provides a period of time over which a change in

ownership is measured. This period should be a uniform period,
such as twenty-four months, and should not be shortened merely because
a taxpayer has a short taxable year. Short years may arise from entering
into or withdrawing from a consolidated group or from a change in fiscal
year, neither of which should result in a reduction in the period of time
for testing changes in stock ownership.

Section
382(a) (1)

53

Limitation on Denial of Net Operating Loss Carryover
The denial o f carryover loss should be restricted to losses
which occurred before the change in stock ownership and
the change in business.

B

ecause

of the present wording in Section 382(a) (1) (A ) (ii), if

there were a change in ownership and a change in business at the
beginning o f a taxable year and the changed business showed a net
operating loss in that year, that net operating loss could be denied as a
carryover to succeeding years. This result probably was not intended and
is inequitable. The denial should be limited to losses which occurred
prior to the change in stock ownership.
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Section

382(a)(4)

Definition of "Purchase"— Type-B Reorganization
The definition o f " purchase" fo r the purpose o f determining
changes in ownership under Section 3 8 2 ( a ) should be ex
panded to include acquisitions o f stock fo r stock in type-B
reorganizations.
t present ,

A

control of a loss corporation can be acquired by another

corporation issuing its own stock in a reorganization that qualifies

under Section 3 6 8 (a )(1 )(B ) without becoming subject to the restric
tions on use o f the loss carryover contained in either Subsections (a)
or (b) o f Section 382. This should not be permitted, and this type of
transaction should be brought within the provisions of Section 3 82 (a ).
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Subchapter D —D eferred C om pensation , etc.

Section
4 0 4 (a )( 1 )( C)

55

Past Service Costs on Employer’s Death or Liquidation
The residual deduction in respect o f the ten-year stretch-out
o f past service costs should not be forfeited on death or
liquidation o f the em ployer to the extent o f prior funding .

W

here past

service costs are paid into a qualified employees’ trust

by an employer they are deductible at the rate of 10 per cent per
year. In a case where the employer has died or liquidated and had paid
more of the past service cost than was allowable as a deduction prior to
the year of liquidation or death, the remaining deduction is lost. This
remaining deduction should be allowed in the year o f liquidation or
death.
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Section

404(a)( 5)

Contributions to Nonexempt Employees’ Trusts
Taxpayers making contributions to a profit-sharing or pen
sion trust not exem pt under Section 401 should be allowed a
deduction from net income fo r such payments in the year
the amounts are paid to the em ployees b y the trust even
though the rights o f the em ployees were forfeitable when
the contributions were made.

A

n employer

is allowed to deduct his contributions to an employees’

pension trust or annuity plan as provided in Section 404(a) (5)
even if the trust to which the contributions are made has not qualified
under Section 401, provided the rights of the employees under the plan
are vested when the contribution is made. If the employees’ rights are
forfeitable, the taxpayer is not allowed a deduction in any taxable year,
as provided in the Regulations Section 1 .40 4(a )-12.
This limitation forbidding the deduction in any taxable year is in
equitable. Where contributions are made to a profit-sharing or pension
trust not qualified under Section 401, and the rights of the employees are
forfeitable when the contributions are made, the employer should be al
lowed a deduction (subject to the limitations of reasonableness outlined
in Section 162(a) ( 1 ) ) in the year the amounts are paid to the employees
by the trust.
The employees should be required to report as income only the
portion of the distribution which was not previously taxed to the trust,
and the employer should be allowed a deduction only for the portion
of the distribution which is taxed to the employees. The procedure for
the allocation should be defined in the Regulations.
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Section
422(c) (3) (C )

57

Stock Option for More than 5 Per Cent Shareholder-Employee
O ptions outstanding to all em ployees should b e taken into
account in determ ining w hether an em p loyee owns m ore
than 5 p e r cen t o f the stock o f th e em p loyer corporation fo r
pu rp oses o f S ection 4 2 2 ( c ) ( 3 ) ( C ) .

Sc
etion 4 22 (c) (3) (C ) provides that in determining whether or not
an employee owns more than 5 per cent of the stock of the em
ployer corporation, the stock which he may acquire by exercise of the
specific option being granted is treated as owned by him.
If there are other options to other employees outstanding, the stock
which may be acquired by them upon exercise of their options ap
parently is not considered as outstanding for purposes o f determining
whether or not an employee meets the 5 per cent test. There appears to
be no reason why such other options should not be taken into account.
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Subchapter J —E states, T rusts, Beneficiaries and D ecedents

Section
167
611
642

58

Depreciation and Depletion— Estates
Allocation o f the deduction fo r depreciation and depletion
should he made according to distributable net income only
where allocation is not provided b y the will or local law.

n th e

I

case of an estate, the allowable deductions for depreciation and

depletion are apportioned between the estate and the heirs, legatees

and devisees on the basis of the income of the estate allocable to each,
regardless o f any provisions to the contrary in the will or local law. This
requirement does not seem reasonable and should be amended so it will
apply only where no allocation is provided by the will or local law.
Moreover, the suggested change would conform the rules for estates to
those applicable to trusts.
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Section
641

59
Multiple Trusts
P rovision should b e m ade fo r taxing in the aggregate and
as a unit , two o r m ore trusts created by o n e grantor fo r the
sam e beneficiary, o r created by two o r m ore grantors fo r the
sam e beneficiary to the exten t that currently accumulated
in com e o f each trust stem s fro m the sam e grantor.

n preference

I

to a scheme of taxing the several related trusts sepa

rately during the years income is accumulated, and then applying an

extended throwback rule when there is a distribution to the beneficiary,
income of the trusts should be taxed each year in which income is ac
cumulated, as if there were a single trust, with treatment of accumulation
distributions in the same manner as under present law.

Section
642(h)

60
Separate Shares— Partial Termination
The deduction carryover provision o f Section 6 4 2 ( h ) should
b e exten d ed to th e term ination o f a single beneficiary’s en
tire interest in a trust having different beneficiaries w here
such interest represen ts a separate share as determ ined un
der S ection 6 6 3 ( c ) .

T

he deduction

carryover provision of Section 642(h)

applies only

upon the final termination o f an estate or trust. The provision should

be extended so as to include an apportionment of such deductions when
there is a final termination as to a single beneficiary’s separate share in a
trust where there are several beneficiaries.
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Section
643

61
Corpus Deductions
O nly th e excess o f corpu s deductions o v er corpus in com e
should he deductible in com puting distributable net in com e.

resent

law allows all items of deductions, other than capital losses

and the personal exemption (whether paid from income or principal),
as deductions in computing distributable net income, which is the measure
of the amounts taxable to the income beneficiaries. Only when deduc
tions exceed distributable net income are they allowed as an offset
against the items o f income that are credited to corpus.

Section
663

62
Corpus Distributions
T h e provisions o f this section should b e liberalised to p er
m it exclu sion fro m in com e o f a beneficiary o f :
1. All bequests o r gifts, unless payable solely fro m in
com e, if paid all at o n ce o r within o n e taxable year
o f th e estate o r trust, or, in th e case o f installment

2.

paym ents, if distributed b e fo r e the close o f the thirtysixth m onth after the death o f the testator.
A n y real p rop erty, tangible person al p rop erty ( e x 
cep t m on ey) o r stock in a closely held corporation
which is p ro p erly distributed within th e thirty-six
m onths follow ing the death o f th e decedent.

P

ayments

of certain specific bequests or gifts of specific sums of

money or specific property are not deductible from distributable net
income of the estate or trust. Such payments are not includable in
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the income of the recipient. However, other distributions of the same
nature and character result in a distribution of taxable income, and are
taxed to the recipient, because they fail to meet the test of the ex
clusion in the law. The Section 663 exclusion test should be liberalized
as suggested in the headnote above.

Section
663

63
Separate Shares— Estates
The separate shares rule should be extended to apply to
estates as well as trusts when the estate has m ore than one
beneficiary and the beneficiaries have substantially separate
and independent shares in the assets o f the estate.

W

here

any beneficiary o f a trust having more than one beneficiary

has a substantially separate share in the trust, each such bene
ficiary’s share will be regarded as a separate trust for the purposes of
determining the amount of income distributable to the beneficiary. As
presently constituted, this provision applies only to trusts. This should
be extended also to estates.

Section
697

64
Income in Respect of Decedents
The deduction permitted by Section 691 ( c ) to persons who
include in gross income, income in respect o f a decedent
under the provisions o f Section 691 (a ) , should be replaced
by rules which would permit a credit fo r estate tax based
upon the amount o f income tax which would be deemed at
tributable to all items includible as income in respect o f a
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decedent under Section 6 9 1 ( a ) , less deductions and credit
allowed under Section 6 9 1 ( b ) .

T

h e purpose

of the Section 6 91 (c) deduction is to relieve a double

tax situation and place the decedent’s estate or heir in the same

position as the decedent would have been had he realized the income
during lifetime and paid the income tax thereon. Present law provides
for a deduction of an attributable portion o f estate tax as an income
tax deduction rather than an attributable portion of income tax as a
deduction, or credit for estate tax purposes. The provision o f a deduction
for income tax purposes, rather than an income tax deduction or credit
for estate tax purposes, appears to have been made for administrative
expediency; it results in difficult and complicated computations, and
can produce inequitable results.
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Subchapter M —R egulated Investm ent C om panies
and R eal E state Investm ent Trusts

Section
8 5 7 (a )(1)

65

Deficiency Dividends for Real Estate Investment Trusts
W here a real estate investment trust has acted in good faith
in distributing 9 0 per cent o f its taxable income, the divi
dends paid deduction also should take into account defi
ciency dividends, similar to those determined under Section
5 4 7 , if the taxpayer’s taxable income is increased upon ex
amination so that the 9 0 per cent requirement is not m et .

S

ection

857(a) provides that a real estate investment trust must

distribute 90 per cent o f its taxable income in dividends. It is pos

sible that an examination by the Internal Revenue Service may change
the taxpayer’ s taxable income significantly, resulting in a tax liability be
cause, as a result o f the increase in taxable income, the taxpayer does
not meet the 90 per cent requirement.
The provisions, such as those of Section 547, regarding deduction for
deficiency dividends, should be made applicable with respect to situ
ations in which an IR S examination causes a real estate investment
trust to fall below the 90 per cent requirement when prior to the ex
amination the trust had, in good faith, distributed 90 per cent o f its
taxable income.
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Subchapter N —Tax Based on Foreign Incom e , etc.

Section
902(b)

66
Deemed Foreign Tax Credit
The deem ed foreign tax credit should b e liberalized b y re
placing the 5 0 per cent ownership requirement for secondtier subsidiaries with a requirement that there need be a
1 0 per cent direct and indirect ownership o f a second-tier
subsidiary.

A

U.S.

corporate

shareholder may claim a deemed foreign tax

credit in the situation where it owns 10 per cent of the stock o f a
first-tier foreign corporation and the first-tier corporation owns at least
50 per cent of the stock of a second-tier foreign corporation.
Because o f the business conditions that exist today it is necessary in
many cases to have local nationals own more than 50 per cent o f the
stock o f foreign corporations. In situations such as this, it seems unfair
that the U.S. corporate shareholder should lose the deemed foreign tax
credit. T o remedy this condition, it is suggested that the 50 per cent
ownership requirement o f Section 902(b) be reduced.
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Section
904

67

Foreign Tax Credit: Net Long-Term C apital Gains
Piet long-term capital gains should be reduced in determin
ing the limitation on foreign tax credit.

T

h e in t e n t

of Section 1201 regarding the alternative tax on corpo

rations realizing net long-term capital gains is to tax such net long

term capital gains at a rate of 25 per cent. However, if a U.S. corpora
tion realizes a net long-term capital gain in the United States, the in
clusion o f income taxed at a rate lower than the regular corporate rate
will reduce the limiting factor used in the foreign tax credit computation,
thereby reducing the amount of foreign tax credit otherwise available.
In substance, this amounts to an increase in the effective rate of tax on
the net long-term capital gain.
Similarly, if a domestic corporation realizes a net long-term capital
gain through a branch outside the United States, there will be many
instances in which the inclusion of such net long-term capital gain in

both the numerator and denominator o f the limiting fraction will result
in an excessive amount of foreign tax credit, so that the effective tax
rate on the net long-term capital gain will be less than 25 per cent.
Accordingly, it is suggested that Sections 9 0 4 (a )(1 ) and 9 0 4 (a )(2 )
be amended so as to provide a slightly different limitation formula with
respect to those corporations whose U. S. tax is computed under the
alternative method o f Section 1201(a).
The revised language would provide that taxable income for the
purpose of the limitation should be reduced by an amount determined
by multiplying the net long-term capital gain by a fraction, the numera
tor o f which is 23 per cent, and the denominator of which is that
percentage which equals the sum of the normal tax rate and the surtax
rate for the taxable year (48 per cent).
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Section
904(b)

68
Revocation of Election of Overall Limitation
A taxpayer should have the right to an annual election to use
the overall limitation or the per-country limitation on the fo r
eign tax credit. In addition, a change in the original election
should he permitted at any time within the statutory period
o f limitations applicable to the taxable year o f such election.

S

ection

904, allowing a taxpayer to elect an overall limitation ef

fective with any taxable year beginning after December 31, 1960,

was added by P.L. 86-780. Once a taxpayer has made an election to use
the overall limitation, that election is binding in all subsequent years,
except that it may be revoked with the consent o f the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue. There is one exception. For the first year following
a per-country limitation year, the taxpayer may elect the overall limita
tion or may revoke an election to use the overall limitation made in a
return already filed for that year, if such election or revocation (as the
case may be) is made before the expiration of the period prescribed for
making a claim for credit or refund o f the tax imposed for such taxable
year.
Th e election o f the overall limitation or the per-country limitation
on the use o f the foreign tax credit is not a method o f accounting but
rather a means o f computing tax liability. Since a method of accounting
is not involved, there is no reason to require the consent o f the Com 
missioner before a change in the election may be made. There are a
number o f reasons why a change may be necessary after the original
election is m ade; for example, where substantial losses are realized with
respect to existing investments because of nationalization, expropriation
or war or where a taxpayer expects to enter substantial operations in a
new foreign country and anticipates such operations will result in a loss
for a number o f years.
In the interest o f equity and simplicity, it seems preferable that tax
payers be given the right to an annual election to use the overall limita
tion or the per-county limitation on the foreign tax credit. A change in
the original election should be permitted at any time within the statutory
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period o f limitations applicable to the taxable year o f the original elec
tion, without first securing the consent of the Commissioner.

Section

69

904(d)

Carryback and Carryover of Excess Tax Paid
The definition o f the amount o f the carryback and carry
over o f foreign tax credit should be changed so that the
amount involved is the difference between the foreign tax
paid or accrued and the foreign tax used as a credit. As
presently defined the amount involved is the difference be
tween the foreign tax paid or accrued and the applicable
limitation under Section 9 0 4 ( a ) .

Due to the formula provided in Section 904(d) for the determination
of the amount of foreign taxes paid or deemed to have been paid which
can be used as a carryback or carryover, taxable income derived from
two or more foreign countries can be subjected to double taxation. This
will occur when the taxpayer has a loss from U. S. operations and uses
the per-country foreign tax credit limitation. It does not occur when the
overall limitation is used. Such double taxation results from a portion
of the foreign taxes not being available for use either as a current credit
or a carryback-carryover credit.
In the following example the foreign source income as reduced by the
U. S. loss is taxed at an effective rate o f 64 per cent. This would not
occur if the amount of an unused foreign tax credit available as a carry
back or carryover was defined to be the difference between the foreign
tax paid or accrued and the foreign tax used as a credit.
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Income
(Loss)

U. S.
Tax

Foreign
Tax

Foreign Country A

$ 100

$ 60

Foreign Country B

100

55

U. S.

(50)

Total foreign tax

$115

Total income per U. S. return

$ 150

U. S. tax @ 4 8 % before foreign tax credit
Foreign tax credit per country limitation ($) —
Country A :
Country B:

100

150

100

150
Credit limitation

X 72 =

48

X 72 =

48

$ 72

96

Foreign tax credit (lesser of $72 or $96)

72

U. S. tax payable

$

Unused foreign tax

72

0
$ 43

Available credit carryback— carryover under
Section 9 0 4 (d )—
Country A ($60 - $48)

$ 12

Country B ($55 - $48)

7

Total available

$ 19

Erosion o f unused foreign taxes available for
foreign tax credit ($43.00 - $19.00)

$ 24

Effective combined tax rate on net taxable in
come of $150 (U . S. tax of $72 plus eroded
foreign taxes of $24 =

$96 ÷

$150)

(or

U . S. tax rate of 48% plus rate of unavail
able foreign taxes of 16% ($24 ÷

$15 0))

64%
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Subchapter O —G ain or Loss on D isposition of Property

Section
7097

70

Wash Sales
The wash-sale provision should apply to security traders
(hut not to dealers) whether or not incorporated .

S

ection

1091, as presently written, disallows wash-sale losses incurred

by taxpayers other than corporations only if such losses would be

deductible under Section 1 6 5 (c )(2 ). Section 1 6 5 (c )(2 )

provides for

the deductibility of “ losses incurred in any transaction entered into for
profit, though not connected with a trade or business.” It is clear that,
for such taxpayers, security losses incurred in a trade or business, de
ductible under Section 165(c) (1 ), are not affected by the wash-sale rule.
It has been held that taxpayers whose business it is to buy and sell
securities for a speculative profit may deduct their losses under Section
165(c) (1) and are, therefore, exempt from Section 1091. Such taxpayers
are called traders and are to be distinguished from security dealers who
maintain an inventory and sell to customers in the ordinary course of
their trade or business. Traders, although holding their securities for sale,
are not merchants and may not inventory their positions because they
sell them through brokers and not to customers (Regulations Section
1.471-5). It is also pertinent to note that, in the case of corporations,
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Section 1091 is operative except as to losses incurred in the ordinary
course o f the business o f a corporate security dealer.
The special treatment given to noncorporate traders is not warranted
and gives such taxpayers an unfair advantage over noncorporate investors
and over corporations active in the purchase and sale o f securities. Even
though this exemption is of long standing, a persuasive case can be made
for the position that it arose in the first place as a result o f a misunder
standing. For a complete discussion of the background of this section,
see S. Walter Shine, “ Wash-Sale Losses— A Gift to Security ‘Traders,’ ”

Taxes, June 1954, p. 455. T he article indicates that the original in
tention was to limit the exemption to dealers because they could inven
tory their positions. Since dealers may, under an appropriate inventory
method, avail themselves of unrealized losses in their inventory, the
application o f the wash-sale rule to them is unnecessary. This inter
pretation o f the original intent is logical, while the extension o f the
exemption to traders who may not inventory their positions is not.
Furthermore, the

distinction between

corporate

and

noncorporate

traders is similarly illogical and casts doubt upon the correctness of
the latter’ s exemption.
It should also be noted that the factual determination of who is or
is not a trader has caused considerable difficulty at administrative levels
of the Internal Revenue Service. Inequitable decisions are bound to
occur because of the problem of determining whether or not a particular
taxpayer’s buying and selling activities are sufficient to constitute the
carrying out of a trade or business. This administrative burden, with
necessarily varying results among taxpayers in borderline cases, is not
warranted in administering a law that appears to be illogical. For these
reasons, Section 1091 should be amended so that it is applicable to all
taxpayers except with respect to transactions in the ordinary course o f
the trade or business o f security dealers.
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Subchapter P —C apital G ains and Losses

Section
7207

71

Capital Gains: Alternative Tax
The alternative tax should not be in excess o f 2 5 per cent o f
the amount o f the net taxable income when such net income
is attributable to net long-term capital gains.

A

taxpayer ,

individual or corporation, having an excess of deduc

tions over income during the year and also having a net long-term
capital gain in excess of such loss is taxed at regular rates on the net
income including capital gain or at the 25 per cent alternative rate on
the entire capital gain, whichever produces the lesser tax. Since the
operating loss is absorbed by the long-term gain, no carryover of the
loss is permitted. As a result the taxpayer may be required to pay tax
exceeding 25 per cent of the net income for the year, effectively receiving
no tax benefit for the operating loss.
The following example illustrates the point:
A corporation with a net taxable income of $75,000, resulting from
a long-term capital gain of $100,000 minus an operating loss o f $25,000,
must pay a $25,000 tax (using 1965 rates), that is, the alternative tax
o f 25 per cent on the entire long-term capital gain. The tax computed
at the regular rates on the $75,000 net income would be $29,500. Both
of these amounts are in excess of 25 per cent of the net taxable income,
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even though the entire net income is attributable to long-term capital
gains.
The 25 per cent maximum alternative tax should be applied to net
taxable income if such income is less than the net long-term gain. In the
example, the tax would be only 25 per cent of $75,000 or $18,750.

Section

72

1232

Capital Loss Treatment of Bad Debts
Section 1 2 3 2 should be amended to exclude any loss result
ing fro m partial uncollectibility o f an advance to a company
which is an affiliate as defined in Section 1 6 5 ( g ) ( 3 ) ,

S

ection

1232 provides for capital gain or loss treatment on the retire

ment of indebtedness issued by any corporation or government or
political subdivision thereof. Under the 1939 Code, the treatment was
limited to indebtedness issued with interest coupons or in registered
form. The 1954 Code dropped this requirement and extended the
capital gain or loss treatment to all corporate and government “ bonds,
debentures, notes, or certificates or other evidences of indebtedness” is
sued on or after January 1, 1955, which are capital assets to the taxpayer.
Because of the 1954 change, certain items that could previously be
deducted as bad debts under Section 166 may now be capital losses
under Section 1232. For example, if Corporation A, for good business
reasons, makes a loan to Corporation B, which is evidenced by a note,
and Corporation B is subsequently able to repay only a portion of the
loan, Corporation A might have a capital loss on the retirement of the
indebtedness (assuming that the note is a capital asset in the hands of
A ). Although the Committee Reports on the 1954 Code give no indi
cation one way or the other, it seems unlikely that this result was in
tended in the case of affiliated corporations. Therefore, Section 1232
should be made inapplicable to loans to affiliates, as defined in Section
165(g) (3 ), which otherwise would qualify as business bad debts under
Section 166.
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Subchapter Q —R eadjustm ent of Tax Betw een Years
and Special Lim itations

Section

1373

73
Mitigation of Statute of Limitations in Related Cases
W henever the Secretary o f the Treasury exercises his right
to reallocate income or deductions between or among two
or m ore taxpayers, there should be an automatic right by
the party whose income is decreased or whose deductions are
increased b y such reallocation to pick up the effect o f the
adjustment and the Statute o f Limitations should be deem ed
reopened fo r that purpose .

S

ection

482 permits the Secretary to reallocate income and deduc

tions among related taxpayers where, in his opinion, action is
necessary to reflect properly the income o f the respective related tax
payers. Often, an approved increase in taxable income o f one o f the
parties is determined at a time when the Statute o f Limitations with
respect to one of the related taxpayers has already expired. This bars a
tax refund for such other party which otherwise would be obtainable.
Thus, after having collected the tax from one taxpayer, the Secretary
can refuse a refund o f tax to the other taxpayer affected. In this situ
ation the same income is taxed twice.
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Section 1313 should be amended to cover all situations where in
come or deductions have been allocated under Section 482.

Section
1321

74
Involuntary Liquidation of Lif o Inventory
Rules regarding involuntary liquidation o f Lifo inventories
should be permanently extended to cover all conditions and
circumstances beyond the reasonable control o f the taxpayer
which, directly or indirectly, prevent the acquisition o f in
ventory.

T

he

Lifo inventory method is based on the realistic business fact that

a going business must maintain a “ fixed” minimum inventory position

in order to continue functioning effectively. Based on this assumption,
Congress has provided special rules covering Lifo inventories involun

tarily liquidated during wartime and similar emergency periods. In these
circumstances, the liquidation must have been the result o f the pre
vailing emergency conditions in order to invoke the special rules pro
viding for replacement of the liquidated Lifo inventory at a tax cost
basis equivalent to that of the inventory formerly held.
Similar conditions completely beyond the reasonable control o f the
taxpayer may exist in periods other than those of national emergency
which may effectively prevent maintenance of the normally required
inventory by a particular taxpayer. Such conditions, for example, might
include events such as fires and floods, as well as economic happenings
such as strikes, peculiar to the particular taxpayer.
In view of this, the Code should be amended to provide permanent
rules covering the involuntary liquidation of Lifo inventory caused by
circumstances and conditions beyond the reasonable control o f a tax
payer. Sufficient safeguards should be enacted to make certain that the
liquidation is the result of such circumstance or condition, and that it is
not simply a coincidental event.
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Subchapter R —E lection of C ertain Partnerships and
Proprietorships as to Taxable Status

Section
1361(b)

75
75
Professional Proprietorships and Partnerships
The provisions o f Subchapter R should be broadened to per
mit professional proprietorships and partnerships, regard
less o f size, to elect to be taxed as domestic corporations .

S

ection

1361 was intended to give certain proprietorships and part

nerships the opportunity to elect to be taxed as domestic corpo
rations while still retaining the form o f a proprietorship or partnership.
Many proprietorship and partnership enterprises are engaged in pro
fessional endeavors that may not obtain corporate status (because of
professional or state law requirements relating to their practice) but
are unable to avail themselves of the benefits of Section 1361. The
provisions of the Code that prevent such enterprises from electing to
be taxed as domestic corporations are:
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Section 1361 (b) ( 1 ) :

Limitation as to not more than fifty individual
members. Many professional partnerships have
more than fifty partners.

Section 1 3 6 1 (b )(3 ):

Limitation as to nonresident alien partners. It
is not unusual for professional partnerships to
have Canadian, Mexican and South American
partners.

Section 1361(b) (4) :

Requirement that capital be a material incomeproducing factor. Professional proprietorships
and partnerships as a group do not generally
employ capital as a major income-producing
factor.

There seems to be no valid reason why professional partnerships
should be barred from the benefits of Section 1361. As a matter of fact,
since many state laws and, in certain circumstances, professional rules
for nontax reasons prohibit incorporation of certain enterprises, it would
appear that the Internal Revenue Code should compensate for the
tax inequities by permitting such enterprises to be taxed, if they wish,
as corporations.

Section
1361(m)

76
Incorporation of an Electing Unincorporated Business Enterprise
The incorporation o f an unincorporated business enterprise
which has elected to be taxed as a corporation under Section
136 1 should be treated as a reorganization under Section
3 6 8 ( a ) (1 ) ( F ) , provided it meets the tests o f that subsection .

T h e o w n e r s of an unincorporated enterprise may wish, for good busi

ness reasons, to formalize incorporation, for a purpose such as secur
ing limited liability. However, the statute and the Regulations would
treat the transaction as a taxable liquidation of the Section 1361 entity.
This additional tax is a deterrent to an otherwise valid business reorgani
zation and is unwarranted.
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Subchapter S—E lection of C ertain Sm all Business
C orporations as to Taxable Status

Section
1371(a)

77
Testamentary Trust as Shareholder
A testamentary trust should he permitted to he a shareholder
in an electing small business corporation , provided that if the
income o f the trust is distributable, each beneficiary entitled
to receive trust income , as well as the trust, would be consid
ered a separate shareholder fo r the purpose o f determining
whether the corporation has m ore than ten shareholders .

re sen t l a w

limits shareholders in electing small business corp ora 

tions to individuals and estates.

The present rule unduly hampers owners of small businesses in plan
ning the distribution o f their estates. All the benefits o f the electing
small business corporation provisions will be lost if the shares of any
shareholder become part o f a trust under the shareholder’s will. There
fore, the testamentary trust device (which serves many nontax purposes
in estate planning) is precluded unless the shareholder’s estate and all
the other shareholders are to be deprived of small business corporation
benefits.
N o apparent Congressional purpose would be violated by permitting
testamentary trusts to be shareholders— such trusts lack the income-taxavoidance possibilities of inter vivos trusts and they do not materially
increase the number of beneficial owners o f the corporation.
I f the trust accumulates income, it would be considered one share
holder. If its income is distributable, the trust would be considered a
shareholder and each beneficiary entitled to receive income would be a
separate shareholder in determining the total number o f shareholders.
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78

Section
1372(e)(5)

Denial of Election to Personal Holding Companies
The denial o f the Subchapter S election by reason o f per
sonal holding company-type income should be limited to
small business corporations that are personal holding com 
panies.

T

his

provision was intended to prevent personal holding companies,

which are generally not considered to be small business corporations,
from obtaining the benefits of Subchapter S. The effect o f the provision,
however, is to deny the benefits to small business corporations which may
have personal holding company income, but are not personal holding
companies.
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Section
1373

Corporation Undistributed Taxable Income
Taxed to Shareholders
The share o f a small business corporation’s taxable income
to be included in the gross income o f the shareholders
should be determined in relation to the period o f time with
in the corporation’s taxable year that the shareholders held
their stock.

A

t the

present time taxable income of an electing small business

corporation is (1) included in the gross income o f a shareholder

as distributed out of earnings and profits o f the taxable year (Section
1 3 7 3 (c )), and (2) to the extent not so distributed, the taxable income
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is included in the gross income of a shareholder on a pro rata basis as
if received as a dividend on the last day o f the taxable year of the cor
poration (Section 1 3 7 3 (b )). These statutory provisions can result in
the reporting of income by shareholders which is earned or relates to
a period during which they may not own stock of the corporation or
have any proprietary interest. O n the other hand, it is possible to be a
shareholder of an electing small business corporation and hold the
stock until near the end o f a taxable year o f the corporation without
being taxed on a portion of its taxable income. M oreover, the stock of
the electing small business corporation could be sold at a gain which
would be taxed at capital gain rates, as compared to holding the stock
to the end of the taxable year and being taxed on a share of the
taxable income at ordinary income tax rates.
These inequities and unintended benefits can be eliminated by p ro
viding for the reporting of the shares of taxable income by share
holders on the basis of the period of time during which the stock is
owned. Section 1374 provides that a net operating loss o f an electing
small business corporation shall be allowed as a deduction from gross
income of the shareholders and, for such purposes, a shareholder’ s por
tion of such loss shall be the amount attributable on a pro rata basis to
the shares held by the shareholder on each day o f the taxable year.
It is suggested that the same rule be adopted with respect to taxable
income. There does not seem to be any valid reason to provide such
a logical treatment in case of a net operating loss and not to apply
the same principles to taxable income.

Section

80

1375(d)
Money Dividends

A m oney dividend paid after the close o f any taxable year
b y an electing small business corporation, and on or before
the fifteenth day o f the third month following the close o f
such taxable year, should be considered ( i f elected) as paid
during such taxable year . This provision would apply only
if there were no change in shareholders, other than b y death,
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prior to the date o f distribution, and in the case o f death,
would relate to shares o f the decedent,

S

hareholders

o f an electing small business corporation are taxed on

the corporation’s income even if it is not distributed to them. I f
the corporation distributes to a particular shareholder income which
has been taxed to him in an earlier year, the shareholder receives it
tax-free. T he Regulations (Section 1 .13 75 -4(b)), however, provide that
no such distribution of previously taxed income can be made until all
the earnings of the taxable year have been distributed.
Many electing small business corporations prefer to distribute all their
income annually, but cannot do so before the end o f the taxable year
for various reasons and because the income cannot be determined until
inventories are taken and valued and other closing entries made. The
proposed amendment conforms generally to Section 563(a) and gives
the corporation an additional seventy-five days to determine its un
distributed taxable income.

Section
1376(a)

81
Increase in Basis of Indebtedness to a Shareholder
The undistributed taxable income o f an electing small busi
ness corporation which is taxed as a dividend to a sharehold
er should be used first to restore the basis o f the sharehold
er’s advances to the corporation where such basis has been
previously reduced by his portion o f net operating losses.

U

nder

Section 1376(b), net operating losses o f an electing small

business corporation which are allowed to its shareholders under
Section 1374 are used first to reduce the basis of a shareholder’s stock.
If the basis o f any shareholder’s stock is thereby reduced to zero, any
excess loss is used to reduce the basis of indebtedness to the share
holders.
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Section 1376(a) provides that any amount which is required to be
included in the gross income o f a shareholder under Section 1373(b)
is added only to the basis of the shareholder’s stock.
These two rules may operate unfairly for a shareholder. Assume, for
example, that a sole shareholder has invested $10,000 in the stock o f an
electing small business corporation and has made advances on open
account o f $15,000. Losses in the initial years o f the business total
$15,000, but thereafter the corporation turns profitable and proceeds to
earn $15,000 in its first year o f profitable operations. At this point, the
basis o f his stock will be $15,000 ($10,000 original cost, less $10,000
reduction, plus $15,000 in com e); the basis of his $15,000 face amount
receivable on advances will be $10,000 ($15,000 original basis, less
$5,000 reduction, with no restoration). Economically, the sole stock
holder is back at the starting point. However, in these circumstances he
cannot collect his advances in full without realizing taxable income of
$5,000, represented by the excess of the face amount repaid over his
basis. Equity demands that additions to basis should first be applied
to restore the amount of basis which was reduced by prior losses.

Section
1376(b)

82

7251

Gain from Recovery of Reduction of Basis of
Indebtedness Under Section 1376(b)
A n y gain b y the shareholder o f an electing small business
corporation on the subsequent collection or sale o f the cor
poration’s indebtedness to him should be taxed as ordinary
income to the extent the basis o f the indebtedness has been
reduced b y the shareholder’s portion o f net operating losses .

A

s h a re h o ld er

of an electing small business corporation reports his

portion of the corporation’s net operating loss as an ordinary

deduction. If the adjusted basis of his stock has been reduced to zero,
there will then be a reduction in the basis o f any indebtedness which
the corporation owes him. If the indebtedness is subsequently sold or
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collected at a gain, the shareholder realizes long-term capital gain if
the indebtedness is a capital asset in his hands. (See Revenue Ruling
64-162 to this effect.)

(Under Section 1232 amounts received on the

retirement of corporate indebtedness evidenced by bonds, debentures,
notes, certificates, etc., are considered as amounts received in exchange
therefor.)
Equity seems to require that the ordinary loss taken by the share
holder should result in treatment as ordinary income o f any gain at
tributable to recovery o f this reduction o f basis.
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CHAPTER 6

Subchapter A—C onsolidated R eturns

Section

83

7507

Election to File Consolidated Returns
A n annual election should be permitted fo r the filing o f con
solidated returns, or the present provision which depends
upon a finding o f substantial changes in the Internal R ev
enue Code or the Regulations should be supplemented by a
periodic election available to taxpayers.

egulation s

R

Section 1.1502-11 provides that if a consolidated return

is made under Section 1501 for any taxable year, a consolidated

return must be made for each subsequent taxable year during which the
affiliated group remains in existence unless subsequent to the exercise of
the election to make consolidated returns the Internal Revenue Code or
the Regulations under Section 1502 have been amended and the amend
ment is of a character which makes it substantially less advantageous to
affiliated groups as a class to continue the filing of consolidated returns.
The “ substantially less advantageous” rule provides a difficult measure
for determining when a change should be permitted. It is applied on a
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general basis and may often operate unfairly with respect to individual
situations. It ignores the constantly shifting rules developed through tax
rulings and litigation. Even when a clearly substantial change in the law
or Regulations has taken place, the current rule often gives rise to a
problem as to the year to which the new election applies. For example,
see Revenue Ruling 62-204 (1962-2 CB 212), T IR -439 (1963-1 C B
171) and Revenue Ruling 64-110 (IR B 1964-15,13).
It would seem fair to substitute a more liberal rule for the one
presently applicable. An annual election would be preferred. Another
alternative would be to permit a change upon the expiration of a speci
fied number of years after an election. This would provide relief from
an accumulation of insubstantial changes in the law, the aggregate of
which might be considered by the taxpayer to be substantial.
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Subtitle B— Estate and G ift Taxes

CHAPTER 11

Subchapter A —E states of C itizens or R esidents

Section
2014(b)

84
Credit fo r Foreign Death Taxes
The limitation on the amount o f foreign death taxes credit
able against Federal estate tax should, at the option o f the
taxpayer, be determined on an overall basis.

S

ection

18 o f the Revenue Act o f 1962 amended prior law to elimi

nate the exclusion from the gross estate o f real property situated
outside of the United States. This increase in the ambit o f Federal
estate taxation focuses attention on the goal of avoiding double taxation
o f estates.
The amount of foreign death taxes creditable against Federal estate
tax is the lesser of two amounts under limitations computed on a percountry basis. In 1960 Congress amended the foreign income tax credit
provision in order to give taxpayers an election to compute that credit
on either a per-country basis or an overall basis. The same election
should be available to fiduciaries o f estates with assets in more than
one foreign country.
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Section
2042

85
Reversionary Interests— Insurance
The provisions relating to the 5 per cent reversionary interest
should be limited to those situations where the decedent re
tained a reversionary interest.

Any

interest that arises

through inheritance or operation o f law should be excluded
fro m applicability.

P

resent

law provides for the inclusion of the value o f insurance

receivable by beneficiaries other than the executor in the gross estate
of the decedent where the decedent had any o f the incidents o f owner
ship in the policy. “ Incident of ownership” includes a reversionary in
terest if its value is more than 5 per cent o f the value o f the policy im
mediately before death. In determining the value o f the reversionary
interest, the possibility that the policy or its proceeds may revert to the
decedent by reason of operation of law should not be considered since
the decedent would have no control over this factor.
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S ubtitle F —Procedure and A dm inistration
CHAPTER 65

Subchapter B —Rules of Special A pplication

Section
6411

86
Tentative Carryback Adjustment for Investment Credit
A quick claim-for-refund procedure similar to the carryback
adjustment provided fo r net operating loss should be pro
vided fo r the investment credit.

S

ection

6411(a) provides for the tentative carryback adjustment of

income tax, the period within which the application is to be filed
and the information which is to be supplied with the application. Sec
tion 6411(b) sets forth the time within which refund shall be made.
Section 6411(c) provides for applications by corporations filing con
solidated returns.
It is suggested that another subsection be added to provide for similar
applications for tentative carryback adjustments for the investment
credit. It seems reasonable that taxpayers should have the right to file
tentative carryback applications for refund based on a redetermination
o f the investment credit. A quick carryback procedure for the invest
ment credit would further the purpose of the credit to stimulate busi
ness investment.
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CHAPTER 67

Subchapter A —In terest on U nderpaym ents

Section
6601

87
Interest on an Underpayment on Form 7004
It should be made clear that, where a corporation has ob
tained an extension o f time fo r filing its income tax return
under Section 6081 ( b ) , interest will be charged on an under
estimate only to the extent that the correct first installment
exceeds the amount actually paid as a first installment.

A

corporation

is entitled to an automatic extension of time for

filing its income tax return upon the filing of Form 7004 and the
payment of one-half the estimated amount of its tax. Interest is quite
properly charged where the corporation’s estimate of its tax is less than
the tax which is ultimately shown on its return. However, the amount
o f such interest is computed on a basis which is inequitable. T h e In
ternal Revenue Service takes the position that interest should be com 
puted as if the Form 7004 were a final return. Thus, it computes in
terest on the excess of the final tax over that shown on Form 7004 just
as if the Form 7004 were a return. The historical practice, before the
enactment of Section 6 08 1 (b ), was to charge interest only on the dif-
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ference between the correct first installment and the amount paid as a
first installment. This historical practice should be the present law.
The effect of the present law (as determined in P. Lorillard Co.
v. U.S., 226 F. Supp. 694, affirmed, Second Circuit, November 24,
1964) is that an interest charge would be asserted under the following
circumstances where no actual underpayment was involved:
T ax estimate per Form 7004
Installment paid with Form 7004
Tax per Form 1120 (final tax)

$ 100,000
$ 75,000
$150,000

U nder these circumstances, the Treasury’ s position is that interest
should be computed for three months on $25,000 (the difference be
tween half the final tax and half the amount shown on the Form 7004).
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CHAPTER 68

Subchapter B —Assessable Penalties

Section

88

6672

100 Per Cent Penalty for Failure to Collect and Pay Over Tax
The enforcem ent o f collection o f a penalty under Section
6 6 7 2 should he stayed during a period o f judicial review
and determination if the taxpayer posts a bond equal to 1 5 0
per cent o f the unpaid amount o f the penalty sought to he
assessed and collected .

T

h e penalty

imposed by Section 6672 applies only to the collection,

accounting for, or payment over of all taxes imposed on a person other
than the person who is required to collect, account for and pay over
such taxes. The Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate is given the
right to assess and collect such taxes without judicial review. Judicial
review cannot be had until at least a partial payment is made and suit
instituted for recovery of the amount so paid.
Extreme hardships could result from the application of this section.
It is possible that appreciated assets would have to be sold, resulting in
the payment o f income taxes on the profit, when a court might hold
that there was no liability on the taxpayer for the penalty. Equity would
demand that a person from whom amounts are sought to be collected
under Section 6672 should have a right to post bond until such time
as his liability is determined by judicial process. The posting of a bond
of one and one-half times the amount of the tax would fully protect
any loss of revenue which could be occasioned by delay in collection
procedures.
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CHAPTER 77

M iscellaneous Provisions

Section
7502(a)

89
89
Timely Mailing— Timely Filing
Timely mailing o f a tax return should constitute timely filing,
just as for other documents. W here a tax return or other
document is mailed from a foreign jurisdiction, timely mail
ing should constitute timely filing if the envelope, with air
mail postage affixed, is presented on or before the due date
o f the return or document to any United States consulate or
other agency designated by the Congress or by Regulations.

A s a m atter of administrative practice, the Internal Revenue Service

has accepted the postmark date as the date of filing a tax return,
and taxpayers have come to rely on this practice. This administrative
practice should be given statutory authority.
Persons outside the United States at the time of mailing any tax re
turn or other document lose the benefits of Section 7502, because the
United States postmark, if any, will be affixed some time after the act
of mailing takes place. This is particularly important where the move
ment of mail in foreign countries may be slower than customary in the
United States. The interests of the Service should be adequately pro
tected if such documents are presented to United States consulates, for
example, with postage affixed, and an appropriate date stamp is placed
on the envelope.
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